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The Perfect Marriage
of LIGHT and AIR.

MC 2.650

UNEQUALLED FOR FIBER-TO-FEEDER TRANSMISSION
• TIME PROVEN COAXIAL PRODUCT
• LOWEST ATTENUATION
• FULL ALUMINUM WALL THICKNESS
• EXCELLENT HANDLING PROPERTIES
• FULLY BONDED ... MOISTURE AND SUCKOUT RESISTANT
Whenever fiber optic cable is to meet coaxial feeder, the airdielectric design of .650 MC 2 assures the most advantageous match.
Produced since 1985, .650 MC 2 is the only coaxial available today that
has the diameter and handling ease of afeeder cable, with the electrical performance of atrunk cable.
Foam-core coaxials cannot achieve the attenuation of .650 MC 2
without increasing cable diameter and sacrificing full aluminum wall
thickness. They simply cannot compete with the time-honored capabilities and economies of .650 MC 2.

MC 2 Feeds The Future
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Call or write for free sample and brochure: Trilogy Communications, Inc.,
2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, MS 39208 (601) 932-4461 Fax (601) 939-6637
or Call (800) 874-5649
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An in-depth look at near-video-on-demand, Part Il
In this second of two articles written by Pioneer's Dan Wiltshire,
the intricacies of Time Warner's Brooklyn-Queens, N.Y. near-videoon-demand ordering system are examined. Topics including multiplexed pay-per-view, on-screen display factors and ordering methods are included within this comprehensive look at the "guts" of the
Quantum ordering system.
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Heads up: National Show preview
Headed to San Francisco for the National Show next month? Be
sure to check out this article written by CED Editor Roger Brown,
which summarizes "what's hot" at next month's big show. Also,
check out the booth guide and map, for use once you arrive in the
Bay Area.
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Sleeves rolling up rapidly on consumer compatibility issues
The issue of consumer electronics compatibility with cable television—fueled by comments from both sides to the FCC—is getting a
little snarly. And that's putting it mildly. CED's Roger Brown presents both sides of the contentious battle...er, debate.
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Our fiber lets you deliver
CNN, HBO and MTV. ASAP.
When your technicians are under pressure to restore service, the one
iiikg they don't need is afiber that's difficult to work with.
hey need afiber that will help them get the job done as quickly and
ntly as possible. The fiber that fits that description: Corning- fiber.
It's easy to work with and splice because of its excellent geometry, and
because it's consistent—reel after reel, year after year. And it's consistent
because we're very, very nit-picky. So much so that, during manufacturing
• Nkfor example, we measure our fiber diameter 500 times per second to
within afraction of amicron. (You don't get more nit-picky than that.)
What's more, we're constantly looking for new ways to improve our
fiber. We twist, bend, snap and otherwise torture fiber, testing it in our
harsh environments so it'll measure up in yours.
We'd also like to help technicians by helping them share
what they've learned about handling fiber. If you or any of
your people would like to let us know of an unusual or
especially tough fiber-handling challenge (and its solution,
if you have one), we'll spread the word.
Make your people's jobs easier by making sure they
work with Corning fiber. The fiber designed to be as
hassle-free as possible—no matter how tough the job might be.
For more information (or to share your real-life fiber experiences)
write to Corning Incorporated, Opto-Electronics Group, MP-R0-03,
Corning, NY. 14831, or call (800) 525-2524, extension 501.
Corning. Fiber you can count on.

CORNING
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The compatibility fight: who suffers?
1993 is shaping up as the Year of Bloodletting for the cable industry.
After being re-regulated at the end of 1992, the industry has taken some wellpublicized lumps in recent weeks over rates and the constitutionality of must-carry
rules. Cable technologists now need to prepare for the Federal Communications Commission's rulings on compatibility with consumer electronics.
As outlined in astory that appears on page 47, the FCC already is in receipt of
several sets of comments from cable operators and electronics manufacturers alike
that attempt to outline methods in which cable systems can be made to be more compatible with TVs and VCRs (or vice versa). After reading the most substantive filings, I'm certain that the FCC will have to
extract pain from both camps if cable's
security methods are ever to be deemed
"transparent" by cable consumers.
Boiled down, here are the arguments:
•TV manufacturers want the cable industry to either stop scrambling or adhere
to asingle scrambling standard so they
can build TVs and VCRs that will work
without any need for a set-top decoder.
Absent that, they advocate the implementation of interdiction or broadband
descrambling;
•The cable industry says scrambling
is the cheapest, most effective and most
flexible method to prohibit pirates from
stealing service. It also wants astandard
definition of the term "cable-ready" to include the EIA 563 decoder interface plug
(MultiPort), better tuners in TVs to shield
against direct pickup interference, and increased public education at the point of
purchase.
Both cannot simultaneously win their arguments because they're incompatible.
So, what choices does the FCC have?
First of all, the FCC won't do anything to obsolete the 280 million TVs and VCRs
that already are in the market. Second, it legally cannot condone signal piracy
(which it would be doing if it told operators to stop scrambling). It's doubtful the FCC
would mandate aswitch to interdiction because of the cost would be entirely borne
by the cable industry—and broadband descrambling is little more than agood technical concept.
But the FCC could mandate anational scrambling scheme or require TV manufacturers to include adecoder plug in their TVs. It could call for the implementation of "smart cards" (see cover story, pg. 50). The FCC could force TV builders
to use better tuners that reduce DPU, but the cable industry has yet to demonstrate
the severity of that problem to the FCC. And the commissioners could force cable
operators to provide set-tops with bypass switches or timers or other devices that
return some TV and VCR features to consumers.
Predicting the outcome of this inquiry is tantamount to gambling—and experience
has told me to stay away from the craps table. But cable operators should be aware
that this legislation was brought about by aU.S. senator who is unhappy with his
cable company, not his television. It would appear the consumer electronics manufacturers have at least the intent, if not the force, of the law on their side.
But the FCC should look beyond the rhetoric used by both sides and determine
what is best for the majority of the cable customers. If it does that, it's my guess
that both industries are likely to suffer at least alittle.

Roger Brown
Editor
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Preventive medicine, reliable cures.

Think 01 Us As Your Cable Doctor!
It's nice to know that there's asingle
source you can turn to when your
cable system has aproblem, or needs
preventive maintenance. When
common ailments such as leakage,
distortion problems and changing FCC
regulations get your operation down,
Wavetek has asolution that will get you
up and running again, efficiently and
cost-effectively. As new conditions such
as coax-to-fiber transitions arise, we'll
support you with the new products and
technology that you need to maximize
your investment.

Ready when you are.
It you're upgrading to fiber for bypass,
alternate access, PCS, or to provide
better quality, Wavetek is ready to
supply you with the fiber instruments
you need. Our new line of Power
Meters, Light Sources, Fault Finders
and OTDR products continues the
Wavetek tradition of quality that you
have grown to rely on.
Catching a24-hour virus?
Wavetek's LineSAM II will give your
system intensive care! Forget the all
night vigils -the LineSAM II features

timed release tests that will help you
show the FCC aclean bill of health.
Easy diagnosis.
Wavetek's Lawman Software lets
you diagnose your system with aquick
analysis of LineSAM logged data. Now
it's possible to view your system's level
variation on one PC display.
Call your local Wavetek representative
today for more information on our
complete line up of exciting new
products and enhancements.
801-622-5515 317-788-5965

Wavetek, 1993
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ICI accelerates rebuild program;
to run fiber past 90% of subs
Tele-Communications Inc. announced
during an elaborate video press conference last month that it plans to accelerate it's previously announced fiber/digital rebuild schedule to take place over
the next four years. By the time the
massive undertaking is completed, it
will have cost the MSO $2 billion and
will result in 90 percent of the operator's
subscribers receiving video via fiber
technology.
The upgrade to the "Infostructure
Network," as TCI has dubbed it, will
eventually be done in 250 cities across
the U.S. In 1993 alone, the company
plans to install 7,000 strand miles of
fiber and spend about $750 million to do
the upgrade.
TCI officials spent as much time talking about the political impact of the
plan as the technical parameters. TCI
President and CEO John Malone said
this project "is a major step toward"
President Clinton's proposal for atwoway information superhighway employing fiber optics and digital technologies. "TCI is proud to be akey player contributing to this national priority,"
he said.
The construction project has already
begun in four of eight cities TCI has selected has regional "super hub" sites,
including Pittsburgh, Miami, Denver
and San Francisco, as well as several
smaller systems scattered across the
country. Construction in Chicago, Hartford, Salt Lake City and St. Louis is
scheduled to begin later this year.
"This is probably the single largest
construction initiative this company has
ever undertaken," said Barry Marshall,
TCI Cable Management Corp.'s executive VP and COO. He said the project
will involve 1,000 contractors and 15
construction companies. "Now is agood
time to be doing" the construction project because the costs of fiber and electronics has dropped significantly over
the past year.
Along the way, TCI will be constructing 1GHz networks that accommodate 200 MHz of compressed channels and return spectrum as well. Fiber
will be tied into nodes that serve as few
as 200 homes; therefore, as few as one or
two RF amplifiers will be cascaded, adevelopment which should radically improve reliability when compared to traditional all-coaxial tree-and-branch
topologies.
With the introduction of that much
fiber, TCI will be able to consolidate

The purpose of the project is to provide a "pipeline" for programmers to
deliver awide array of interactive services. Roy Bliss, president of United
headends and decommission as many as
Video Satellite Group, says the service
300 to 400 locations by the end of 1996,
will be open to all comers. "We're going
when the project is slated to be compltto aggressively pursue outsiders—we
ed. "We plan to eliminate 75 headends
won't bar anyone from participating."
in 1993 alone," said Marshall.
To make the system accessible by conMalone said that as the market for
sumers, cable set-tops, TVs and/or VCRs
switched, on-demand programming serneed to be outfitted with receptacles for
vices develops, TCI would consider highexternal devices that will control access
speed cell relay switching techniques
to the programming. Bliss says sidecar
such as Asynchronous Transfer Mode.
units for cable decoders are already
Malone said he would prefer to work
available and he predicts that one day
with atelco to share
consumers will be
the cost of such a
able to visit a loswitch, but current
cal electronics outregulations bar that
let to purchase an
type of arrangement.
add-on "module."
TCI offici ais spent as
Outside of the deThe cost of the
ployment of new techmodule
would
nology and the politivary from $40 to
much ti me talking
cal importance of cre$100, depending
ating new jobs, TCI
on the device's caexecutives predicted
about the political im- pabilities.
that the new services
Interestingly,
that will ride on this
the module will
new network have
pact of the plan as the employ a "smart
the potential of
card" as its access
changing Americans'
control mechatechnical parameters.
lifestyles. J.C. Sparknism. Bliss said he
man, TCI executive
predicts
little
VP/executive officer
chance for piracy
said consumers could effectively work at
because the service would be priced inhome, benefit from interactive education
expensively. The use of smart cards
services, participate in full-motion video
may also allow United Video to monitor
games and use an inexpensive videousage of the network via a "writable"
phone.
card and offer promotions such as
Alluding to previous "blue-sky" ancoupons or contests to program viewers.
nouncements made by cable and other
Set-top manufacturers S-A, Pioneer
industries before, Malone said, "This
and Zenith have already agreed to build
type of announcement has been made
receptacles for the add-on module, acbefore, but didn't happen. This time it is
cording to Bliss. He said the new service
going to happen because the enabling
could be up and running soon. He also
technologies are available."
said he expects to see set-tops with receptacles as early as later this year and
consumer modules in 1994. Although
not yet apartner, Jerrold Communications has been approached by United
Video as apotential participant.
United Video also looks forward to
working with Kaleida Labs to use its
ScriptX multimedia playback software
In the spirit of "if we build it, they will
for future digital set-top devices, said
come," United Video Satellite Group
Bliss.
plans to create an open platform delivUnited Video is perhaps best known
ery mechanism designed to facilitate
as a satellite-based distributor of suthe transmission of interactive multiperstations, The Prevue Guide and
media services to television viewers.
Trakker interactive services. It is also a
Along with United Video, cable set-top
partner in The Game Show Channel.
manufacturers Scientific-Atlanta, PioIt appears this new multimedia platneer and Zenith are participants in the
form would accommodate delivery of a
project, along with Kaleida Labs, (the
wide range of interactive services, inmultimedia consortium set up by Apple
cluding perhaps aspin-off of "The Sega
Computer and IBM).
Channel," which is being developed a

United Video
offers platform
for multimedia
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MOVING INTO

THE NEX,L,GENERATION
A new generation of experienced
cable professionals awaits your instructions: anew management team,
raised in the cable industry, trained by the best in the
business. Join us as we seek new horizons
of service and technology.

•

•
•Turnkey Fiber
Coax Construction
•System Design
• Equipment Supply
•System'Field Engineering
• Equipment Repair

Cable Services Company/Inc.
2113 MARYDALE AVENUE, VVILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701 1498
NATIONWIDE 1 80,0 326 9444 • FAX 717 322 5373
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marketed by the TCl/Time Warner joint
venture that was also announced last
month.
The new channel initially will be directly aimed at owners of Sega's Genesis game hardware. Subscribers of The
Sega Channel will be provided with a
special tuner/decoder cartridge that
slides into the Genesis cartridge slot. A
selection of games, previews, game tips,
contests and promotions will be offered
over the channel.
"This signals the beginning of an explosion of interactive programming for
our developing broadband network,"
said Larry Rornrell, senior vice president
of TCI in aprepared statement.
Another potential user could be Viacom International, which announced
last month that it had acquired software developer and publisher ICOM
Simulations. ICOM publishes CD-ROM
and cartridge-based video games.
According to Frank Biondi Jr., Viacom
International's president and CEO,
ICOM will become the research and development arm of Viacom New Media,
which was created to develop, produce,
distribute and market interactive software.
"Our acquisition of ICOM accelerates
our timetable for introducing video
games and strengthens our position as
we develop software for the emerging
multimedia market," Biondi said.
To facilitate the delivery of other interactive services, United Video plans to
build and manage anational subscription service center designed to offer
turnkey services, including uplink, satellite distribution through Prevue and integrated reporting, auditing and customer support systems.
While not adirect competitor to TCI's
national digital uplink center that will
be built in Denver, Bliss acknowledged
that the two approaches have similarities. "We're on somewhat of acollision
course with TCI," he said.

Time Warner
buys ATM switch
Time Warner Cable has announced it
has selected AT&T Network Systems'
Asynchronous Transfer Mode switch to
control voice, video and data switching
in the Full Service Network planned
for Orlando, Fla.
The AT&T GCNS-2000 ATM switch
can be configured to deliver information at speeds up to 20 gigabits per second, according to Dave Schriftgiesser, director of data networking at AT&T Net-

work Systems. With that much capacity, the size of Time Warner's initial subscriber base in the Full Service Network (10,000 homes) should pose no
problems for the switch, he said.
For example, if 2,000 people simultaneously ordered movies, each of which
takes up about 4megabits of information, the demand on the switch would be
8gigabits.
"That probably won't bother our
switch at all," said Schriftgiesser. "Thousands of people demanding service from
dozens of databases is not unusual for
these switches at all."
However, as more subscribers are
brought on line to the network in Orlando, additional switches may be necessary.
Schriftgiesser said the cost of the
switch to Time Warner could vary between "several hundred thousand dollars to several million dollars," depending on how it was configured.
As of press time, Time Warner was
preparing to announce the other vendors
that were selected to provide hardware
for the Full Service Network, but had
not yet made the selections public.

Continental
plans fiber
backbone
Continental Cablevision of New England will install a multi-state digital
fiber optic backbone that encompasses
three master headends and five hub
sites and includes fiber route redundancy in key parts of the system.
Continental will purchase the 16channel digital hardware from American Lightwave Systems. The chosen
system transmits video at an aggregate
speed of 2.4 gigiabits per second with a
maximum link loss of 30 dB. The deal is
reportedly worth between $5 million
and $6 million, according to ALS officials.
According to Bill Riley, director of
network engineering for Continental in
New England, the system will be built in
three phases, beginning this year. Phase
one will span 160 miles and cost about
$1 million to link facilities located in
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Maine. Phases two and three will expand the number of locations and system channel capacities and may ultimately expand into Connecticut.

CableLabs adds
multimedia
Jottings
committee
Cable Television Laboratories has established anew subcommittee to help
coordinate its highly publicized discussions with the computer industry. Called
the Multimedia Subcommittee, it is
chaired by Dave Fellows, senior vice
president of engineering and technology with Continental Cablevision.
In addition, CableLabs has established aTelecommunications Subcommittee chaired by Mark Coblitz, vice
president of strategic planning at Comcast Corp. This group will advise the
CableLabs staff and member companies on research into personal communications services, competitive access and delivery of voice services via
wire.
Both subcommittees are overseen by
the Technical Advisory Committee,
which is chaired by Alex Best, senior
vice president of engineering at Cox Cable. Best said these changes were
deemed necessary as cable operators
explore new business opportunities.
"These areas appear to be worthy of increased research and Ianticipate that
these subcommittees will remain busy
for the foreseeable future," he said.
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Brooks Telecommunications Corp.
has established anew company to assist
cable MSOs and others enter the competitive access market. The new company is called Brooks Network Services
and is headed up by Tom Gillett, who
has held previous positions with CableLabs, GTE and the Bell System. BNS is
already working with KBLCOM and
FiberNet. Interested? Call Gillett at
(314) 862-9544 ... LSI Logic and Philips
Consumer Electronics Co. announced
they are jointly developing integrated
chips for digital video compression applications. Both companies plan to develop products that adhere to international standards, such as MPEG. Digital TV products are among the items being planned for development.. .Broadband Technologies says it has developed asystem where telephone companies can offer 1,500 interactive video
channels for less than $500 per customer. The product will give telcos a
"significant advantage over cable companies in the race to build the country's
information superhighway," according to
apress release.
Compiled by Roger Brown
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With our new enhancements to the M90 Fusion Splicer, you
can clean, align, splice optical fibers and calculate splice loss in
just 10 seconds. That's up to six times faster than other Profile
Alignment Systems. And for the most critical splices, our
exclusive LID-SYSTEM® unit protects light through the fiber
to aid in alignment, even while the electrodes are arcing. It's
the most accurate method of alignment by far, meeting all
Bellcore and TIA splice loss and verification standards 100%
of the time.
Whether you use our LID-SYSTEM unit or our PAS,
you'll appreciate the craft-friendliness of the M90. An ahinclusive workstation, it includes everything atechnician
needs. Plus , accessories such as our new smaller Heat-Shrink
LII) SYSTEM' oa,gowral triderrarl- and Cnnlp E. Go

s±trademark 5f Siso, (.3orroranon

Oven or our Crimp & Gdmmount right on the machine. The
M90 also offers many other advantages such as automatically
evaluating cleaved fiber ends and simultaneously providing
two different views of the fiber on our new high-contrast
color display screen.
With its tremendous speed and excellent accuracy, you
can be confident the M90 will save you measurable time,
splice after splice. So find out more about the M90 and our
full line of fusion splicers. Contact Siecor Corporation, PO.
Box 489, Hickory NC 28603-0489, or call 800 SIECOR 4.
Outside North America, contact
RXS Schrumpftechnik-Gamituren
GmbH, Hagen, Germany

SIECOR
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SPOTLIGHT
ing full well (and expressing up front)
that he wanted the job for the experience.
"I wanted to get afeel for system life. I
was looking at it not only as achallenge,
but as astepping stone," he admits.
The next three years represented a
whirlwind of challenges and responsibilities for New. He describes his involvement with the McLean-Hunter rebuild as his single most significant
engineering adventure. "I was responsible for everything—installation, contracting, construction, maintenance and
service," New says.
Complete immersion

Ken New

New knows:
SCTE in Canada
Maybe it was all the chalk thrown at
him, and the knuckle-rappings, and being carried out of class by his ear while attending an all-boys school in England
that made Ken New have such asignificant sense of purpose. Certainly, something gelled to inspire New's creation of
Ontario, Canada-based Angstrom Communications, of which he's aco-owner.
And certainly something spurred his personal commitment to the Canadian
SCTE, where he's both the national president and president of the Ontario group.
New's personal drive was evident
even from his first steps into the cable
television industry. As an electronics
engineering technology student at Mohawk College, New applied for aco-op
job with adivision of McLean-Hunter
Cable TV. He never got a call—so he
called them, and arranged for an interview. "I just did the next obvious thing
to get it going," New recalls.
He got the job with Communications
Engineering Services, aconsulting firm
owned by the Canadian MSO. He
started as astaff technologist, working
on headend maintenance and repair,
TVRO applications and system sweeps.
Then, roughly 10 years ago, an opening came up in one of McLean Hunter's
northern Canadian systems. "At the
time, the system was undergoing amassive rebuild. It had been built in the
mid-1950s, and it needed alot of work,"
New recalls.
He applied for and got the job, know-

Because New's cable background had
previously included mostly headendspecific applications, exposure to the
full spectrum of issues was areal eyeopener. "I probably spent agood part of
the first year just chasing my own tail,"
New laughs. But, he adds, probably the
most valuable lesson learned at McLean
Hunter was the company's budgeting
process. "I can't even begin to describe
how much that process helps me now.
As much as Iloathed it then, it organized my whole life," New says.
When the rebuild from 200 MHz to
400 MHz began winding down, New
looked to the horizon for another stepping stone. What he found was Cabletel,
aCanadian equipment distribution firm.
Soon after, he joined it in atechnical
support role, providing pre- and postsales support and technical training.
At Cabletel, part of New's responsibilities was to travel Canada from coast
to coast—which is much different from
traveling the U.S. from coast to coast,
New says, given the massiveness of the
country and the wide population spread.
"Imagine taking the entire population of
California and dispersing it throughout the U.S. That's what Canada is like,"
he explains.
New quickly learned that technical
support roles aren't really what make
distribution companies tick, and he decided to sidestep into fiber optic sales for
the company. "I spent alot of time selling fiber technologies into non-cable
businesses, like telephone companies,
power companies and LANs." Because
he was wary of commissions, New negotiated his own, straight-salary compensation plan.
New's inherent business savvy soon
created adesire to take the company's
fiber opportunities in other directions.
Cabletel execs didn't agree with his
views, so in 1991, he and a colleague
broke away from the company and gave
birth to Angstrom Communications. In-
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terestingly, the name Angstrom (which
is, appropriately, ameasurement for the
wavelength of light) was New's fifth
choice. Originally, New had his sites on
the name "Quantum," but legal advisors
cautioned him to select another name.
The decision to start Angstrom wasn't
without some sacrifice. The New family
sold their home in order to finance the
venture. "Starting anew company is a
big risk," New says. "It's areal rough
thing to do to afamily."
So far, though, things have progressed
rapidly for Angstrom. As a fledgling
fiber optics distribution firm serving
Canada, the company has picked up a
plethora of equipment lines; the News
were able to move into another home
last fall.
And, last November, New was selected as president of the national Canadian SCTE. The national group was
formed, New explains, out of adesire to
participate in international SCTE
events. "The Canadian SCTE, prior to
the formation of the national group,
was four distinct and separate entities:
the East, West, Ontario and Quebec
groups," New explains. He is also thirdterm president of the Ontario group.
When asked of his goals as president
of the Canadian national SCTE, New
cites both short- and long-term endeavors. In the short term, he says, he'd like
to finalize the legal work associated
with establishing the national group,
do an awareness drive to gain national
members and fortify an accreditation
program much like the U.S. SCTE.
"Long term, though, we'd like to get
the training going and to chapterize,"
New says. "MSOs don't want to fly two
of their guys halfway across the country
to attend an SCTE meeting."
New's real allegiance, though, is to his
wife, Karin and their two children, Ryan
(8) and Tonya (6). "Why do you do it?
You do it for the family," New says.
Karin, he adds, not only put him
through college, but stood by him during
his career moves and decision to start
Angstrom. "They're my greatest assets,"
New says of his family.
And when he's not busy with Angstrom
or the SCTE, New says his number-one
hobby is home renovations. "My favorite
shows are Home Improvement, Home
Time and This Old House," New admits.
One summer, in fact, he spent his entire
vacation digging out the family pool during the hottest summer Canada had seen
in years ...which makes one wonder if
perhaps New fielded one too many pieces
of chalk to the head at that English boys
school. CIED
By Leslie Ellis
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FRONTLINE
gate or lessen that loss, and then make
decisions about whether the program
costs more than the disease. Ido not
think this is the correct approach, but
relent to its understandability.
The three elements of security

Put your money
where your mouth
is: smart cards
As Iprepare to write this article I
find that Ihave to take adeep breath
and steel myself for what will no doubt
be abarrage of comments from readers.
Some of them will be of the 'here we go
again" variety and others will likely attack my veracity or my intelligence—or
perhaps both. But this column is highly
relevant to CED's cover story (pg. 50).
Smart cards are about many things,
but in this particular context they relate
to security tools for the cable television
industry. Before we can talk rationally
about smart cards and their efficacy in
our environment, however, let's talk
first about security and where we, as an
industry, stand.
According to the Coalition Opposing
Signal Theft, the cable industry loses approximately $5 billion per year to theft
of cable service. This adds an illuminating hue to the issue of protecting
one's services. With $5 billion, one could
do many nice things on acable system,
and perhaps even support a new program service or two.
But the important point here is the
evolution of cable operator attitudes regarding signal security. Some operators, for example, choose not to deal
with security. They look at the level of
loss on a given system, compare it
against the cost of programs to mitiBy Wendell Bailey, VP of Science and
Technology, NCTA

Remember, security has three elements: transparency, security and economy. It is quite easy to make atransparent system that is economic, but
such asystem will not be very secure. It
is just as easy to make asystem that is
highly secure and economic, but it won't
be transparent. And it goes without saying (but I'll say it anyway) that one can
make ahighly secure system that is utterly transparent—but no one could afford it.
Today, we have systems that are relatively economic and very transparent,
with amodest level of security. Sure, it's
possible to defeat these security systems, and we spend what effort and
money we can to find and prosecute
those who defeat them. But for most
customers, today's signal security measures quite simply provide adeterrence
to temptation.
Enter smart cards. It has been proposed by many intelligent people that
smart cards are auseful solution to cable television signal security. By this,
they mean that the descrambling or decryption techniques would be built into
boxes and the intelligence needed to operate the security system would be contained in a so-called "smart card." If
the security system were breached, the
cable operator could have anew smart
card designed and could simply recall all
the old smart cards—or change the security system so that only anew smart
card would activate it.
There are many arguments about why
this is an efficient and useful approach.
But lest my small and meek voice lose
out to the more erudite opinions and
arguments contained within these
pages, let me say that Iam not at all
anxious to see asmart card world. My
fundamental problem with smart cards
comes down to this: Iam not willing to
bet the financial health of the industry
on the effective implementation of asecurity system that has, as its primary
component, aportable device such as the
smart card. Further, Iam less than inclined to bet the financial health of the
industry on adevice that is primarily
owned by the subscriber.
For all its flaws, the one major component of all existing signal security systems that gives me confidence is that in
the case of an ineffective level of secu-
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rity—in which the revenue losses would
exceed the cost to provide improved security—the operator has the option to reclaim the old security system and replace it with anew one. If, on the other
hand, the consumer owns any part of
the security system, a cable operator
loses the option of taking back that part,
if that part is indeed the weak link.
Opponents say that, when correctly
designed, most of the intelligence and
descrambling capabilities are on the
card itself. Ifind that to be an even less
enticing idea. If cards are portable and
can be slipped into the wallet or pocket,
Isee no particular reason why they
can't be counterfeited.
The people who support smart cards
constantly point to places in Europe
where smart cards have been used with
success to protect the money at money
fountains such as automatic teller machines.
To that Isay this: it's hard to defeat
an ATM in any case, because it's difficult
in the cold light of day and under the supervision of a surveillance camera to
whip out asoldering iron, get the cover
off the ATM and have your way with it.
In a smart card world, things are
much different. It's much easier to close
the drapes in the living room and take
apart any mechanism that the cable operator has left inside. We come down to
this fundamental point: the comments
put forth by the learned people quoted
within this magazine prove to me once
again that some of them are much,
much smarter than I. They are educated and experienced and well-versed
in these matters, and Iam willing to
concede that they know alot more about
smart card and the relevant technologies
than do I.
And they may also be successful in
convincing me that smart card signal security can be handled in away that at
least is equal to anything in use today.
What they cannot guarantee me, however, is that someone smarter (or luckier, or more larcenous) than they doesn't
find away to circumvent the protection
offered by the smart card—particularly
after 40 or 50 or 60 or 90 million of
these devices have found their way into
American homes.
Once again, we come down to asimple
bet: Are these smart card aficionados
not only smart enough but lucky enough
to have their concept prove in against the
long haul? Or should I, as apragmatic
person, retain the ability to recall any and
all pieces of my security system if Ideem
it necessary, and replace them with something that will protect me for abit longer?
Therein lies the question.... CUD
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Winning the race?
Hardly aday goes by without someone
asking me questions similar to: "Who is
winning the race with fiber?" Or, "Is
the CATV industry going to be around in
5years now that the telcos are serious
about providing video dialtone?"
Let's face it, there has been asignificant amount of media attention in recent months surrounding this very issue. Technology announcements and
trials with ADSL and HDSL that will allow "broadband" services on twisted
pair, telco RFPs for hybrid fiber and
coaxial architectures for potential overbuild of the CATV plant, the Bell-Atlantic lawsuit, and speculation on even
more powerful future technologies such
as ADSL-2 have all added fuel to the
fire. So, what's the answer? Who is winning the race?

ture quality and reliability. In general,
there were no other potentially significant new revenue opportunities. That
has now changed.
Today, having deployed over 24,000
route miles of fiber through the end of
1992 1,the CATV industry is now enjoying fiber's other benefits. Laser linearity has improved significantly over
the years, allowing increased flexibility
in routing and deployment. As the industry's volume levels have increased,
and as the manufacturers' laser yields
have improved, optical link costs have
dropped significantly, to the point that
it rarely makes sense anymore to even
attempt arebuild without fiber optics.
In fact, Kagan 2 projects a 121 percent increase in the number of fiber
route miles to be deployed by the CATV
industry in 1993 (21.4k miles) vs. last
year's 10,580 miles. He further predicts
an increase of 221 percent in the number of fiber (glass) miles to be deployed,
indicating a strong industry trend to
increase the number of fibers deployed
to every node.
Different telco approaches

The telephony industry also continues
to deploy enormous amounts of fiber.
Early deployment was simply to interconnect central offices (COs). However,
the telcos are continuing to deploy fiber
even deeper into their networks through
the use of optical loop carrier technology.
Using optical technology and digital
multiplexing, fiber is deployed beyond
the central office to aremote terminal
that may serve around 2,000 homes
(sound familiar?). In addition, the telcos
have an installed base of switching technology that is unmatched anywhere else
in the world.
There is no doubt that most of the telStrategy has changed
cos are taking an aggressive position
when it comes to getting into the video
When the CATV industry first began
business, albeit by very different means.
the deployment of fiber several years
Southwestern Bell recently decided to
ago, there was very little thought being
get into the business in Bell Atlantic's
given to its strategic placement. In fact,
territory through the purchase of some
the predominant application for the deCATV properties on the outskirts of
ployment of fiber was simply areduction
Washington D.C. One could speculate
of amplifier cascades with the resulting
that this could possibly be an indictimprovement in picture quality and rement that twisted pair into the home
liability. In the beginning, fiber deploysimply will not support broadband
ment was a comparatively expensive
telecommunications needs in the future.
proposition, and as such, it took aspePerhaps it felt that the least expensive
cial team of forward-thinking techni(or quickest) way to get access to this
cal, financial and operations associates
broadband infrastructure was to simto deploy the technology when the only
ply buy an existing CATV property.
perceived benefits at the time were picAmeritech, on the other hand, which
has been experimenting with ADSL
By Chris Bowick, Group Vice Presitechnology, has indicated it is now lookdent! Technology, Jones Intercable
ing forward instead to ADSL-2, because
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the current ADSL technology, at only 1.5
Mb/s into the home on twisted pair, simply won't suit its needs. ADSL-2, which
is currently under development but
years away from commercial realization/penetration, promises up to 6Mb/s
into the home over twisted pair for significant distances. This would potentially allow for four switched but simultaneous movie channels into the
home as opposed to ADSL's single
switched channel. The provision of at
least four channels into the home is
seen as important so that additional
outlets and VCRs could simultaneously
and independently use the service.
ADSL's current cost projections of
$600/subscriber (at only 1.5 Mb/s), however, does not on the surface seem to
bode well for the cost of implementation
for ADSL-2.
Twisted pair just won't cut it
Each of these potential solutions to
telco delivery of video to the home, as
different as they may seem, all point
toward the ultimate realization that
technology, no matter how advanced it
becomes, will never be able to cram as
much analog and digital information
on atwisted pair as you can place on a
coaxial cable—given the same distance.
But does any of this mean that either
the CATV or the telco industries are
actually winning the race?
The answer ultimately depends on
how the parameters of the race are defined. The CATV industry certainly has
ahead-start in the deployment of atrue
broadband hybrid fiber/coaxial pipe into
every home in the United States—the
so-called "last mile." The telco industry, on the other hand, even though limited to anarrow-band solution for the
last mile, certainly has ahead-start in
the deployment of switching technology, a"national" (as opposed to regional)
fiber-optic distribution infrastructure,
and the potential for using that technology for on-demand services and interactivity. But note that neither industry has exclusive rights to either
technology. All each industry has, in
essence, is a head-start with the deployment of some (perhaps) mutually
beneficial technologies. And this, perhaps, might help us to better understand
the true essence of the race. CND
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CAPITAL CURRENTS
technical specifications for the terms
"cable compatible" and "cable ready."
TV and convertor advanced features

Consumer
electronics/cable
The 1992 Cable Act requires the FCC
to investigate the compatibility between
cable systems and consumer electronics
products, prepare areport to Congress,
and adopt regulations to make cable
systems and consumer electronics more
friendly to each other. But since the
two industries aren't especially friendly, don't expect much improvement in
equipment friendliness.
Congressmen and Senators are consumers too—they buy TV sets and
VCRs, and they subscribe to cable. One
Senator bought anew TV set in 1991—
one with lots of nice features—hooked it
up to his cable system, and found that he
lost the use of many of the features. So
he decided to fix the problem by adding
language to the cable legislation that
was working its way through the Congress.
The FCC must consider the following functions: watching a program on
one channel while simultaneously taping aprogram on another channel; taping two consecutive programs that appear on different channels; and using
advanced picture and display features
such as picture-in-picture. Cable systems will be prohibited from interfering
with these functions, but only if security techniques such as scrambling or interdiction are not compromised. The
law also requires the FCC to define
By Jeffrey Krauss, independent
telecommunications policy consultant
and President of Telecommunications
and Technology Policy ofRockville, Md.

Once you hook up a cable convertor/descrambler, with its output on
channel 3 or 4, to a TV set with "advanced features," many of the advanced
features are lost. While there are nonscrambling techniques for signal security, such as traps or interdiction, it is
generally agreed that addressable
scrambling is the best approach for most
cable systems.
Convertors are also needed, in some
cases, to combat direct pickup interference. Today's TV sets and VCRs are notoriously susceptible to interference
from strong TV signals that leak in
through the case and chassis. For example, achannel 7off-air signal interferes with the channel 7programming
that is delivered by the cable system.
This interference occurs within the TV
set, not within the cable system or the
cable convertor. So acable operator supplies aconvertor that delivers channel
7 programming (and all other programming) on channel 3or 4, whichever is vacant in that city.
Cable equipment manufacturers have
just begun to supply convertors that restore some of the features that have
been taken away. You will soon see convertors with an RF bypass, for example.
When watching unscrambled programming, the cable signal bypasses the convertor and the entire broadband signal
goes directly into the TV's F-connector.
(I've been doing this for years, with a
splitter in front of the converter/descrambler and an A/B switch following.
Haven't you?) And if you hook this up
properly, you can watch an unscrambled
channel while at the same time recording adescrambled premium channel.
You will also see convertor/descrambiers with two tuners and two descramblers. This will allow you to simultaneously watch and record two
premium channels. It will also drive
the picture-in-picture function of TV
sets having that capability.
Finally, you will see convertors with onscreen displays and programmable timers
that change channels to permit recording
of programs on different channels. Just
leave your VCR tuned to channel 3.
The MultiPort
A better solution is to use the tuner in
the TV receiver, rather than the tuner in
the convertor/descrambler. The external
box would contain just adescrambler.
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The broadband signal enters the TV set
and the selected channel is either displayed, or if scrambled, it is sent out to
the descrambler for processing and then
returned to be displayed. In this way, all
of the TV set's functions are preserved.
This approach is known as the "MultiPort," an approach the industry has
tried. But special TV sets are needed for
it to work. These TV sets need aspecial
connector, called the ANSI/EIA 563 Decoder Interface Connector, on the back.
Technically, this approach works pretty well. But neither the cable equipment suppliers nor the TV receiver manufacturers nor the cable industry's
marketing executives were crazy about
it. Only the cable industry engineers
liked it. So it failed in the marketplace.
(Actually, it didn't work perfectly. I
have one of the special TVs, and Ihad a
MultiPort descrambler in my home for
about six months. The special cable between the TV set and the MultiPort descrambler kept falling out of the connector, because it is held in by friction
rather than screws. And every time I
turned on my TV set, Igot an unintelligible picture, because the TV set tuned
to the "nomimal" (off-air) channel frequency but my cable system uses the
HRC channel plan. The engineers who
wrote the ANSI/EIA 563 standard didn't know how some TV sets decide which
channel plan to use.)
Meanwhile, industry engineers are
working to improve the ANSI/EIA 563
standard, because the cable industry
hopes to get the FCC to adopt adefinition of "cable compatible" receiver that
makes the ANSI/EIA 563 connector a
mandatory feature of most TV sets. The
cable industry also wants the FCC to
require TV sets to employ double conversion tuners which will provide improved image rejection and adjacent
channel interference rejection, and improved shielding against direct pickup
interference.
What's next
The FCC must submit a report to
Congress by this October and must
adopt rules by next April. The cable industry and TV set engineers will try to
work out compromises, but in the past,
successful compromises between the
two industries have been difficult to
achieve. Meanwhile, the trend to digital
video compression has confused the subject, because it is too early to determine
how the new digital video decoders will
interface with TV sets and VCRs.
So—tune in next year. That is, if your TV
still tunes in to this channel. CIED
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Bandwidth
management:
a new role for
cable operators
Cable companies have had tremendous success as packagers and carriers
of video entertainment But do more
victories lie ahead as cable moves into
new realms of point-to-point, digital
communications services?
Nobody knows for sure. But CableLabs' Stephen Dukes believes he has
another important tool for the cable operator to use in managing bandwidth.
To Dukes, CableLabs' vice president
for advanced network development, successful bandwidth management will involve such steps as increasing upstream
bandwidth for interactive services,
adopting digital compression, defining
digital datastream protocols, migrating
fiber further down into the network,
and dynamically allocating bandwidth to
digital services only when it's needed.
New digital services are waiting in
line to get on the cable pipeline, noted
Dukes, including personal communications services (PCS), digital ad insertion
and multimedia entertainment and interactive services.
What is multimedia?
Multimedia means integration of diverse data types—video, audio, graphics,
animation, text—on demand. Some
planned multimedia services, such as
By the CableLabs staff

education at home, working at home
via cable commuting or job-skill enhancement via distance learning, could
have abig-bang impact on astill-queasy
U.S. economy. Other multimedia offerings, like cableshopping and interactive games, could be mammoth revenue
producers for the cable industry.
A key to future success, said Dukes, is
to build an infrastructure that can flexibly accommodate new digital services
while preserving cable's role as the lowcost provider of video entertainment.
A first prerequisite of successful bandwidth management, said Dukes, is implementing arobust return path with increased bandwidth. Although most digital services will be highly asymmetric,
with downstream data flows far exceeding upstream flows, reliable twoway signaling is amust for control and
synchronization purposes, he noted.
Two roadways viewed

into a "passive" link in the network.
However, the passive coaxial design is
largely a function of density at this
point, with high density serving areas
being viable today.
Downstream analog and digital signals, probably traveling on separate
fiber strands from the headend to the
fiber hub or fiber node, would probably
be combined at the fiber hub or fiber
node for transport over this passive
coaxial tree-branch network to the
home.
Network Interface Unit
At the home, an intelligent network
interface unit (NIU) will "serve as the
line of demarcation between the network and the home," Dukes said. It will
contain alow-noise amplifier to boost the
incoming and outgoing signals, along
with digital decompression chips, encryption/decryption and other functionality.
Upstream signaling will be managed
on a contention basis, with the NIU
polling the potential upstream channels to find one not being used by a
neighbor. Finding one, it will set up a
pathway only as large as agiven application needs, and only for aparticular
communication session's duration. Coping with multimedia sessions' long holding times—which may be many times
longer than the typical two-minute
phone call—will be anetwork designer's
challenge, he said.
This dynamic bandwidth allocation,
Dukes pointed out, is appropriate for
applications with large bandwidth demands, such as multimedia. In Dukes'
scheme of things, some digitally compressed applications, such as multichannel pay-per-view movies, would
probably be assigned to fixed channel allocations.
"As you migrate
down to lower and
lower numbers of
homes passed per
fiber node, the
problem of dynambandwidth
ic allocation of
bandwidth becomes
is appropri- easier to implement," Dukes said.

CableLabs is defining two roadways
for data transmission, Dukes pointed
out. One is a 19.2-kbps downstreamonly channel which is already being put
to use by designers of first-generation
on-screen interactive program guides.
The second is avariable bit-rate, twoway path accommodating speeds of 10
Mbps and beyond and compatible with
the Moving Picture Experts Group's
MPEG 2standard, which is nearing formal definition.
An even 10 Mbps is a convenient
number to rally around, said Dukes,
because Digital Equipment Corp. already has equipment running at that
rate and chip-makers are committed to
making 10 Mbps MPEG 2chips. Dukes
even alludes to (unnamed) future applications running at multiples of 10
Mbps with multiple 10 Mbps data channels chained together.
In order to support reliable, twoway data transport,
Dukes sees cable
companies migrating fiber optics down
Dynamic
to nodes passing 200
to 500 homes each.
Bringing fiber to
allocation
nodes serving 200
homes will mean
ate for applications
that active electronic components like
amplifiers and line
with large bandwidth
extenders can be removed from the
coaxial cable drop to
demands.
the home, transforming that drop
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DQ-RAP
CableLabs researchers
are
studying Distributed Queuing Random Access Protocol (DQ-RAP) as a

LAB WATCH
protocol that could provide the physical
layer functionality needed for managing
dynamic bandwidth allocation, including
variable bit-rate and constant bit-rate
upstream signaling, Dukes said. DQRAP is a variant of the IEEE's 802.6
wide area networking protocol, adapted
for the kind of contention found in acable system's tree-branch coaxial network.
It is still a bit premature, Dukes
added, to say what role various protocols
such as DQ-RAP, SONET (synchronous
optical network) and ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) will have in future
cable networks. CableLabs and cable
companies are working with computer
companies and others to design anetwork optimized for transport of multimedia, PCS and other applications. Migration of ATM-like functionality will
largely be traffic dependent and focus on
traffic migration from constant bit-rate,
fixed bandwidth to variable bit-rate,
bursty transactions.
For instance, one way of enhancing
this network's performance and reliability will be to build in "self-healing"
features whereby the network can automatically sense failures in fiber cornmunications links and switch to alter-

nate pathways.
Another decision-making arena in
bandwidth management is the question
of just how much coaxial cable bandwidth is enough, with different MSOs
viewing 450 MHz, 550 MHz, 750 MHz
and 1GHz as all the bandwidth they
need.
Even at 550 MHz, Dukes noted, a

mixture of analog and compressed digital channels numbering well over 400
can be supported. With nodes serving
200 homes passed, "I can provide better
than one-to-one capacity, so in effect I
have pseudo-video on demand without
any switching functionality," Dukes
said.
Who needs switching?

Table 1
i

applications

•Multichannel pay-per-view
•Digital advertisement
insertion
•Advanced program guide
•Personal Communications
Services
Source: CableLabs

Technologically Superior

Billing Systems,
Addressable
Converter Control,
and PPV Software

With such capacity, and given currently established consumer demand
for broadcast channels and hit movies,
such asystem "can probably meet more
95 percent of consumer demand. If
Ican meet 95 percent of the demand by
doing compression, we may not need to
incur the expense of broadband switching," said Dukes.
This kind of logic leads Dukes to condude that cable—wielding such ahybrid
architecture, part multicast and part
point-to-point—can take on all comers
during the 1990s, and probably beyond.
This article was written especially for
CED by the staff of Cable Television
Laboratories Inc., the MSO-funded research consortium based in Boulder,
Co/o. cED
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Legend:
=Fiber optic trunk cable
- Fiber optic stub cable
0
E

Optimizing
optical splice
loss: Just how
low can you go?

splices and splice points are increasing.
Today, several architectures exist for
placing optical fiber cable in the trunk
and feeder environments. Until recently, the most common was astraightforward architecture using low fiber-count
As optical fiber is deployed further
cables from the headend to afew nodes.
in the CATV systems. the number of
A fiber lead from each of the transmitters was fusion spliced directly to
the outside plant (OSP) cable. The fiber
By Robert Hilton, Implementation
count of the trunk cable would taper as
Supervisor, and Michael Ott, Project
each node was supplied. A pigtail lead
Supervisor, Siecor Corporation.
from the node was then fusion spliced to
the cable to comFigure 2:
plete the system.
Typical headend
To manage the
(with patch panels)

= Splice point
= Node/amplifier

fibers and couplers required at today's
headend, operators are using fiber optic
patch panels equipped with new, lowloss and extremely low reflectance (50
dB return loss or better) physical contact-type connectors that allow ease of
testing, growth, reconfiguration, upgrades and manageability.
High fiber counts
A system on the leading edge of the industry will have fiber counts in the hundreds entering the headend, couplers
splitting the outputs of more powerful
transmitters, dozens of field splice points
Figure 3:
Typical headend

CAN
transmitters

Connectorized pigtail lead
from the trarism tter

(Transmitters directly spliced
without patch panels)

Coupler housings
(with connectorized
splilters)

CATV
transmitters

40

Unconnectorized pigtail
lead from the transmitter

Fiber optic
patch panel

••••

Connectorized fiber
optic jumper

o

••••

0

••••

0

••

0

Coupler housings
(with the leads and jumpers
spliced to the splitters)

Unconnectorized
fiber optic jumper
•0

Fiber optic
splice housing

Fiber opte
sp ice. housing

OSP cables
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and nodes, and thousands of splices.
(See Figures 1through 3that depict a
typical CATV plant).
The CATV industry has always been
concerned with the optical power loss
and return loss of field splices. The splicing equipment available to the market
has greatly improved over the last several years and can now achieve avery
low average splice loss and reflectance.
This article discusses areasonable goal
for splice losses and how to properly
verify the passive optical system performance.

7-

Figure 4:
bi-directional OTDR @ 1300nm
5

Automated splicing
Automated fusion splicing machines
can provide highly accurate estimated or

-

0.

N = 36 splices
Average loss = 0.051 dB
Standard deviation. = 0.027 dB

Specifying splices
Splicing is performed in three areas of
the cable TV network:
•In the headend,
•At receiver nodes, and
•At field points.
In the headend, outdoor cables are
fusion spliced directly to the electronics
leads or to pigtails for interconnection in
patch panels.
At receiver nodes, the fiber optic trunk
cable is transitioned to coax cables via
the electro-optic receiver in the node.
This is configured with acable stub fusion spliced to the outdoor fiber optic cable, or the cable is brought into the node
and fusion spliced onto pigtails to the
electronics.
The third area where splicing is performed is at field points, where outdoor
cables are spliced together to continue
lengths or as dictated by the planned cable route.
By nature of the system, cable TV operators demand low splice loss (attenuation) and low reflectance to ensure exceptional signal quality. But just how
low do you go? At some point, there is a
cost trade-off between trying to get the
splice loss of each fiber extremely low vs.
productivity penalties associated with
achieving extremely low loss.
It is important to define asystemwide
splice loss specification, and use the
splicing methods and procedures which
provide the lowest splice loss and reflectance while limiting labor costs of the
system's construction. Single fiber fission
splicing technology has evolved to provide low average splice loss (as little as
0.02 dB under ideal conditions) and negligible reflections (greater than 70 dB return loss). Improvements in fusion splicing equipment and fiber geometry control have led to the routine attainment
of low loss splices.

M90 splice loss histogram
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actual splice loss readings using aprofile alignment system (PAS) or abuiltin power meter/source.
With the PAS feature, abuilt-in computer and video system locates the center line of both fibers being fused. Fibers
are then aligned on both the x and y
axes prior to fusing. Some PAS units display and utilize an image of the fiber
cores, which the computer brings into
alignment prior to fusing. Others perform the alignment using the fiber
cladding profile; however, proper alignment is dependent on core/cladding concentricity (a function of proper fiber
manufacturing, it involves the centering
of the core on the fiber). Splice loss estimates are calculated based upon de tailed measurements by the video system of axial and angular offset of the
fibers at the splice joint.
A local injection and detection (LID /
unit is apower alignment system self-
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contained at the fusion site. The greater
accuracy of splice loss estimations in
these systems permit fusion splicing
with greater confidence and therefore reduces time, cost and complexity of the
fiber optic cable splicing process. The
LID unit incorporates both local injection and detection of light at a splice
point. By injecting light directly into
the core of the fiber and maximizing
the optical power reading before the
splice is made, the optimum fiber core
alignment is obtained. The relative
splice loss can be determined by measuring the change in optical power
through the splice before and after the
splice is made.
Fiber alignment, splicing and evaluation can be performed at the same time
and location with ahigh degree of confidence, thus increasing productivity
without sacrificing splice quality. Both
end angle and end face quality of the

fibers are measured before splicing, and
actual measurements of splice loss are
given following the fusing procedure.
Splicing considerations
Fusion time optimization is afeature
of some LID-equipped units to monitor
the amount of light through the splice
during the splicing process. As long as
the amount of light getting through the
splice is increasing, the machine continues to fuse. When the amount of light
through the splice is maximized, fusing is halted automatically. The optimization feature provides the lowest
possible splice loss over awide range of
splicing conditions.
Many fusion splicers available automatically evaluate the cleaved fiber
ends. Quality cleaves are a prerequisite for good splice results. Unacceptable
results are shown on a display before
splicing begins. This increases productivity and lowers the average splice loss
obtained because the machine rejects
possible problem cleaves early in the
splicing process.
Studies have been performed to show
that internal measuring systems of fusion splicers provide accurate readings
of actual splice loss. In fact, the splice
loss estimations of the automated machines on the market today are much
more accurate than unidirectional optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR)
measurements (See Table 1).
Another impact on splice quality is
fiber geometry, including fiber core concentricity and fiber cladding diameter
tolerances. The importance of fiber
geometry to splicing efficiency is supported by fiber optic industry specifications. These documents state that
smaller tolerances on cladding outside
diameter reduce splice loss and improve
fiber joining yields. The current Bell
Communications Research TR-20 standard calls for an outer fiber cladding
diameter of 125.0 gm with atolerance of
±2.0 gm. The future objective of this
standard is ±1.0 gm around the nominal
of 125.0 gm. Fiber meeting this specification is being made today.

ten indicate the lowest attainable splice
loss with the caveat that the splice losses are measured on asingle fiber that is
broken and spliced back together and
therefore removes manufacturer tolerance effects from the splice losses cited.
In real-world systems, fibers with a
distribution of fiber geometries due to
manufacturing tolerances (of one or
more manufacturers' origin) must be
fusion spliced together, impacting splice
loss.
Environmental factors, dust and wind

for example, may also impact splice
readings, especially when compared to
fibers spliced in labs. Under laboratory
conditions, there are few contaminants
and temperature/humidity are held constant. Field splicing crews may have
little control over the environmental
conditions under which they must splice
and therefore may not obtain average
losses as low as those obtained under
ideal conditions.
Installer experience can affect the
splice loss outcome. More experienced
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Real-world issues
So, if today's optical fibers have been
improved and fusion splicers can provide
such incredible splice loss readings as
0.02 dB, what's wrong with defining
0.05 dB as the maximum individual
splice loss specification? Consideration
should be given to "real-world" splicing
issues, and systemwide vs. individual
splice loss should be addressed.
Splice equipment manufacturers of-
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installers tend to have a larger percentage of acceptable, first-time splices
and lower average losses than those installers without much experience.
Next, system loss and individual
splice loss must be considered. The loss
values that asystem designer should address are the average splice losses over
the entire span. Individual splice loss
specifications, no matter how tight, cannot always be met, due the various factors cited earlier. All these factors may
prevent even the best installers from
achieving the desired loss values for
every splice. The fiber optics industry, as
aresult, stresses the use of span average
losses for calculating end-to-end attenuation.
The purpose of citing individual splice
loss in splicing specifications is to ensure
that exceedingly high splice losses are
not retained and simply passed through
by averaging all the system splices. A
0.10 dB maximum value for fusion
splices is an excellent compromise between higher splicing labor costs from
productivity penalties and minimal
splice losses that can reasonably be
achieved in the field. As Figure 4shows,
most of the individual splices made with
afusion splicer in the field will produce
splice losses better than or equal to 0.10
dB.
A basic rule of thumb

Table 1: Splice Loss Estimate Accuracy
Range between
actual splice loss
and
estimated loss
± 0.05 dB
± 0.10 dB
± 0.20 dB

degis,

Percent of splice loss estimates within range
Unidirectional
OTDR measurement

PAS
estimate

M-90 LID-System
estimate

54%

85%

88%

78%

92%

97%

98%

100%, 4dm

100%
An acceptable splice must have afusion splicer estimate of 0.10 dB or less
based on LID unit or PAS readings. If,
after three attempts, a splice with a
splicer estimate of 0.10 dB or less is unachievable, accept the next splice that is
within 0.05 dB of the lowest of the first
three attempts.
The more time spent splicing, the
more it costs asystem operator. If the remakes are kept at under 10 percent,
installation costs should not be impacted excessively. If over 10 percent of the
splices are remade, the cost to install the
system will increase because of the increased time taken for system installation.
Measure the whole system

Once the splicing is completed with
This is not to say 0.05 dB maximum
acceptable splicer estimated losses, the
splice losses can't be reached; in actuentire cable system should be checked
ality, they can. However, because of the
using an OTDR at 1550 nm, located at
real-world factors indicated above, it
the headend. The intent of this OTDR
will take a large number of splice recheck is to verify there are no extranemakes to achieve these readings. As a ous losses due to effects not attributable
result, the amount of time the installato the actual splices. For example: added
tion crew spends splicing and resplicing
loss attributable to micro-bends or
will become counterproductive. If maxmacro-bends of the fiber in the splice
imum splice loss criteria is established
tray, akinked buffer tube or cable damat 0.10 dB, remakes will tend to be inage.
frequent; less than
For loss at a
10 percent of the atsplice point that is
tempts will have to
greater than 0.5
be remade. As the
dB, inspect the
criteria for splice loss
splice point for posbecomes smaller, the
sible added loss atAttenuation tests
number of remakes
tributable to exincreases. As an excessive bends. If
should be taken from
ample, for 0.04 dB
none are noted, remaximum specificasplice. For losses
the headend to
tion, remakes may
less than 0.5 dB,
exceed 60 percent;
the actual loss is
for a 0.02 dB maxieach node.
acceptable and the
mum specification,
higher value is atremakes are nearly
tributable because
90 percent (See Figure 5).
of unidirectional OTDR error from mode
So what's acrew to do? As arule of
field diameter variation. If actual splice
thumb to ensure system quality and inloss must be confirmed, then bi-direcstaller productivity, the following thumb
tional OTDR measurements are rerule is recommended:
quired.
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Overall span attenuation should be
measured next. For unterininated fibers,
OTDR tests from the headend should be
conducted at the wavelength(s) of the actual (or potential) system electronics.
Therefore, dual wavelength single-mode
fibers should be tested at 1310 nm and
1550 nm to determine total span losses.
For terminated fiber spans, the insertion
loss and return loss should be measured. High reflectance at the transmitter laser can have adverse effects
on the laser's performance, so return
loss is especially critical at the headend.
End-to-end attenuation tests should
be taken from the headend to each node
where the fiber is connectorized. Optical
properties of the fibers, splices, connector and other components contribute to
the total attenuation of the cable plant.
The end-to-end test should be compared
to estimated losses for the entire system.
If the two tests compare accurately, the
job is completed.
If, for some reason, there are discrepancies, troubleshooting at the nodes
is recommended to isolate the problem
and fix it.
All of these tests should be conducted from one direction only, transmitting
from the headend. Testing in both directions increases cost while yielding no
significant additional information. Finally, an OTDR signature trace should
be taken of all the fibers transmitting
from the headend to the nodes. Documentation of the as-built system on
computer disk or as printed traces provides the most useful information for
maintenance, restoration and upgrades.
Conclusion
Bottom line, asystemwide specification of 0.10 dB maximum splice loss
provides the optimum balance for high
quality without compromising installer
productivity. Use the thumb rule to
keep splice remakes and costs at aminimum. am

NVOD TECHNOLOGY

Subscriber-friendly
ordering of
near-video-on-demand
Part II of a two-part story

I

n last month's installment, we
looked into the system configuration and hardware requirements
for implementing M/PPV (multiplexed
pay-per-view.) Time Warner uses this
method for offering near-video-on demand to its "Quantum" service customers at its Brooklyn-Queens cable
system in New York City.
Using the set-top convertor or
remote control, the subscriber has
several different options for ordering
an M/PPV movie. With the system's
OSD (on-screen display) approach, a
printed guide is not needed. However,
if the subscriber has access to aprinted PPV schedule, for example, the
purchase can be made based on the
channel number and time. On the
other hand, if the schedule is not
known, a purchase can be placed
based on the movie title. The subscriber can either:
•tune the PPV channel directly,
•directly order the PPV title by
name from alist of available titles,
• directly order from PPV titles in
an assortment of categories e.g. new
hit movies, classics, action/adventure,
adult, drama, family, etc. or,
• directly order from all available
PPV movies that are running now or
are about to start.
In all but the first option, knowledge of the channel number and start
time is not necessary. Let's look in
detail at each of the five options.
Examples will be shown.
M/PPV—direct access—with
promotion channel. This scenario is
illustrated in Figure 6. First, let's
assume that the subscriber finds out
about an M/PPV movie through a
printed guide or some other means, so
that the channel number and start
time are known. Starting from any
channel (a), the subscriber tunes the
desired M/PPV channel and the conBy Dan Wiltshire, Systems Engineer,
Pioneer New Media Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 6

vertor reads the data contained on it,
causing it to instantly jump to the
promotion channel (b). The subscriber
can watch this promotion channel for
any length of time, to get abetter idea
of what the film is all about.
Promotion channels also usually
contain M/PPV data signals, making
them function as "guide channels."
(More detail on guide channels was
included in last issue's article.) While
tuned to a guide channel, the convertor is reading the data signal containing ordering information. When the
subscriber exits the promotion channel by pressing "Enter," the OSD
shows the movie schedule over asolidcolor background (c).
All of the showings displayed here
are currently available for sale and
may include one that has already
started. The subscriber selects one of
these showings by pressing 1, 2, 3 or
4. In this example, the subscriber
wants to see the showing that has just
started and presseS "1." By acting on
the convertor-instruction portion of
the received data, the convertor

(d)

knows that it should tune to channel
100 (d). At this point, the showing is
still within the pre-determined freeview window, so the order prompt is
superimposed over the program video.
The following choices are presented.
To buy, press Order. To go to PPV
schedule, press Enter. Here, the subscriber can press Order and directly
buy the movie. A "thank you" message
is displayed briefly, and then disappears (e) so that the rest of the movie
is viewed uninterrupted. If Enter is
pressed, the convertor again reads the
guide channel data and displays the
schedule.
M/PPV—direct access—without
promotion channel It is not necessary to have adedicated (6-MHz) promotion channel for each 11/1/PPV program. There may be a movie whose
buy-rate is predicted high enough not
to require the investment in the spectrum space for apromotion channel.
Let's review the subscriber action
taken in the earlier example, assuming that this time the M/PPV movie
has no promotion channel. When the
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subscriber enters the channel number, as in Figure 6(a), the OSD order
screen will be shown instantly (d)
instead of going to the promotion
channel (b), as indicated by the
dashed line. If the subscriber wishes
to see the program schedule for the
other showings of this movie, this can
be done by pressing Enter.
Because there is no promotion
channel, the movie's guide channel is
on another frequency not otherwise
associated with the movie. The convertor must still off-tune to read the
data for OSD, but the video and audio
content of this guide channel are
never shown as part of the process.
M/PPV—menu access—with
promotion channel. Here we see
the real advantage of M/PPV ordering
using OSD. Menu access is of great
value when the subscriber does not

4

NVOD TECHNOLOGY
know the schedule or channel number
of a desired M/PPV movie, or there
are large numbers of movies from
which to select.
The set-top convertor has a Main
Menu function which can be accessed
at any time by pressing the Menu key.
The format and exact wording of the
Menu contents can be customized by
the system operator. The Main Menu
display and control information are
sent by the system's main controller
computer. (A sample Main Menu
screen is shown in Figure 7(a).) When
the subscriber selects "1", Pay Per
View, the convertor displays a list of
the types of movies currently being
shown (b). The last option, All Events
By Time, lists all of the movies which
are currently purchasable. These
movies are those now being shown or
scheduled to be shown starting at the
SPECIAL EVENTS
PRESS
BOY GEORGE CONCERT
1
Live from San Francisco
Fri 9/3 8pm -S9.95
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
ZSU vs ABC College
Sat 9/4 12:30pm -$7.50

TO EXIT PRESS

(a)

MENU

Press 1

CH 145 NVOD

6:31PM

next few half-hour intervals.
After the subscriber makes achoice
from this menu, the convertor quickly
scans through all the M/PPV channels, hiding its scanning action from
the subscriber behind a solid-color
display background. The convertor
quickly compiles the ordering information for all of the available movies
and displays their titles (c).
Figure 8 shows the process for
ordering through the menu when a
promotion channel is available for the

movie. As described earlier for
M/PPV—direct access—with promotion channel, the convertor tunes to
the promotion channel when the
movie is selected (b) and the schedule
is displayed when Enter is pressed (c).
In this example, the subscriber has
selected the current showing that has
started six minutes ago by pressing
"1." The purchase window is still
open, as seen by the message "To Buy
Press Order," but the Free-view window has expired, since the video can't

7
r
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Carson Industries
Grade Level Boxes
High quality grade level boxes for
underground applications

Carson Industries, Inc., aleading manufacturer of utility boxes for the
Telephone and CATV industries has developed afull line of grade level
boxes (GLB -) for underground plant. These high quality grade level boxes
include avariety of features and options:

Constructed of
HOPE or ABS
structural foam
plastic
Optional
anti-skid covers
available in
plastic or
polymer
concrete

Hot-dipped
galvanized steel
bracketry available
— for below grade
enclosure
applications

(/

CATV or Telephone
identification
molded into covers
Box bodies tapered
to provide stability
and eliminate
ground upheaval

BOY GEORGE CONCERT
8:00PM S9.95
STARTS IN 89 MINUTES
TO RESERVE PRESS ORDER

(b)

IF

Press ORDER

CH 145 NVOD

6:31PM

BOY GEORGE CONCERT
8:00PM $9.95
ORDER CONFIRMED:
WILL APPEAR
IN 89 MINUTES
CHANGE CHANNEL TO
RESUME NORMAL VIEWING

(c)

Figure 10

Take agood look at Carson's
grade level boxes. Call toll free today for complete information.
Marketed by
Channell Commercial Corporation
U.S. Sales:
800/423-1863
International Sales:
Channell Commercial Canada Ltd.
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751

CARSON
INDUSTRIES
INC.
1925 "A" Street, La Verne, CA 91750
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NEW HIT MOVIES

PRESS

MY MOTHER THE CAR

1

THE GHOST & MRS MUIR

2

ADDAMS FAMILY

3

$3.50

RIO LOBO

4

'PG-13'

LAWNMOWER MAN

5

WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP

6

WAYNE•S WORLD

7

TO SEE MORE
TO EXIT

FRESS

PRESS

9

MENU

(a)

Press 1
•
•
•
•

FOR START TIMES PRESS ENTER
NEXT SHOWING IS IN 24 MINUTES

•
•

Press 1
(if there is no
promotion
channel set up
for this event)

EVERY 1/2 HOUR

4

(b)

•
•

Press ENTER

1

PPV SCHEDULE

10:06PM

MY MOTHER THE CAR
•

$3.93
START TIME

PRESS

10:00PM

1

10:30PM

2

111:00PM
111:30PM

4

t

TO EXIT PRESS MENU

(c)

0111111111111111111111111111111111M1

Press 1

Press ENTER

CH 118 MPPV

10:06PM

MY MOTHER THE CAR
10:00PM

$3.95

STARTED 6 MINUTES AGO'
Press ORDER
TO BUY PRESS ORDER
TO GO TO PPV SCHEDULE
FOR YOUR ORDER

PRESS EN — ER

Figure 8

(e)
NEW HIT MOVIES

PRESS

(d)

CH 118

MPPV

10:06PM

MY MOTHER THE CAR

1

THE GHOST & MRS MUIR

2

ADDAMS FAMILY

3

10 30PM

RIO LOBO

4

STARTS IN 24 MINUTES

MY MOTHER TEHE CAR
53.95

Press ENTER

LAWNMOWER MAN

5

WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP

6

TO RESERVE PRESS ORDER

WAYNES WORLD

7

TO GO TO PPV SCHEDULE

9

PRESS ENTER

TO SEE MORE
TO EXIT

PRESS

PRESS

MENU

(a)

(b)
CH 118

Press ORDER
MPPV

10:06PM

-

MY MOTHER THE CAR
1a:30PM

$3.95

be seen behind the text (d). The background remains a solid color until
Order is pressed.
M/PPV—menu access—without
promotion channel. This example
also illustrates the future-event reservation feature. The order process is
essentially the same as described
above in number 3, with one exception. As Figure 9 shows, when the
menu choice is entered, the convertor
displays the order screen for the
movie (b). In this example, the subscriber orders the next showing of the
movie by pressing the Order key.
Since the movie has not yet begun,
the OSD now confirms that the order
is reserved (c). At this point, the subscriber can either change the channel
(d), shut the convertor off or stay
tuned to the confirmation screen (c).
Precisely at the start of the movie, the
convertor will switch on (if it was
turned off) and tune to the channel
carrying the movie (e).
Non-multiplexed IPPV. Special
one-time events, of course, cannot be
multiplexed. In addition, some of the
less-popular movies may be offered on
only one channel and are thus not
multiplexed. In these cases, the ordering process is the same as for amultiplexed event, except that the PPV
schedule step is skipped. Figure 10 is
an example which shows how a nonmultiplexed event can be accessed
through menu selection. Here, the
first event shown is purchasable (a).
The second event, since it is further
off into the future, can not be reserved
yet, as indicated by the asterisk. The
future event is listed solely to promote
it as an upcoming attraction. Nonmultiplexed events can also be purchased directly, as in the preceding
examples, assuming the channel and
start time are known in advance.
Other functions

ORDER CONFIRMED:
WILL APPEAR
IN 24 MINUTES
CHANGE CHANNEL TO
RESUME NORMAL VIEWING

(c)

011111MMIMIMI

1
(e)

,

At 10:30 PM

Figure 9

(d)
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Change channel

M/PPV offers many other flexibilities. By accessing the convertor
Options selection from the Main
Menu, as shown in Figure 11, the
reservation for an M/PPV (or for a
non-multiplexed IPPV) event can be
canceled.
The M/PPV system also allows a
bonus movie function. This gives the
subscriber one free movie of acertain
genre, with the purchase of another.
When a subscriber's pre-set PPV
purchase limit has been exceeded, a
warning message appears whenever
Order is pressed. This message is
downloadable and can contain the
telephone number of the customer

NVOD TECHNOLOGY
service department who can relay the
reason for the order denial.
The future of M/PPV
Enhancements are now in the
works to provide even more flexibility
and subscriber friendliness for future
generations of M/PPV convertors.
New features will include such functions as review, pause/resume, and
M/PPV operation by on-screen cursor
entry.
Another
unique
application
involves the mixing of one-way
addressable and two-way impulsecapable convertors in the same system. The next generation of M/PPV
service will allow many of the PPV
features to be used on the one-way
convertors as well as the two-way

CONVERTER OPTIONS
I

OPTIONS

PRESS

CHANNEL LOCKOUT

convertors. All menus, displays and
functions are the same on both convertors, except for the actual movie
purchase method. CED
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Channell Commercial's
Signature Series ..
Enclosures...
Flat out better!

PROGRAM TIMERS
FAVORITE CHANNELS

3

CLOCK OR CHANNEL

4

CANCEL RESERVED PPV
TO EXIT

(a)

3

PRESS

5

MENU

7 Press 5

RESERVED PPV

START

8:00 PM

CH

145

TO CANCEL PRESS CLEAR
TO EXIT PRESS MENU
••116.

(b)

IF

Press CLEAR

RESERVED PPV

YOUR RESERVED PPV
HAS BEEN CANCELLE'

TO EXIT PRESS MENU

Channell Commercial—the world's largest manufacturer of plastic enclosures— has acomplete line of Signature Series enclosures for
CATV buried plant with more features than any other pedestals currently available. All enclosures feature 360° access for splicing and
maintenance; space for active
and/or passive equipment;
interchangeable bracketry;
heat dissipation (HDC —) technology; various enclosure
cover colors; and aselection of
locking options.

(c)
Figure 11

Call for complete information.

F.

CHANNELL
MAIIERCIAI

CO«PORA/10

U.S. Sales
CHANNEL COMMERCIAL CORPORATION
800/423-1863
International Sales:
CHANNELL COMMERCIAL CANADA, Ltd.
800/387-8332 •416/567-6751
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cable groups, this is the first major revision of the FCC's standards in 15 years
and affects systems of 1,000 subscriber,
or more.
One of the key provisions of the new
standards will raise minimum noise performance from 36
one

(ABOVE) THE C1v113500
CABLE TELEVISION
M EASUREMENT PACKAGE
— COMPLETE BASEBAND
VIDEO AND RF
MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY,
INCLUDING ALL FCC
PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS.

(ABOVE) THE 2714 CABLE TV SPECTRUM
ANALYZER AUTOMATES ALL COMMON CABLE SYSTEM
SPECTRAL MEASUREMENTS, INCLUDING THE FCC RF
PROOF-OF-PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS.

(RIGHT) A WAVEFORM
MONITOR, VECTORSCOPE
AND NTSC GENERATOR
CONSTITUTE ALOW-COST
SYSTEM FOR EFFECTIVE
BASEBAND MONITORING.

If you're concerned about meeting technical
standards, relax. Tektronix has the tools to
keep your system running at peak perfor-

Copyright e 1992. Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. TVG-123

TEKS

2721A/2722A

NON-INTERFERING SYSTEM

SWEEP IS THE MOST compAr.r, CAPABLE SOLU - ION
AVAILABLE FOR SWEEP TESTING.

ftechnical

standards

to comply with the new set of standards,
operators will be required to conduct
baseband video proof-of-performance

tests. Specifically, these will include
chrominance-luminance delay inequality, differential gain and differential
phase measurements.
In order to create auniform, nationwide scheme, the FCC said its standards
will preempt local standards
, -

rural cable systems serving fewer than
1,000 people will be allowed to negotiate with the franchisine aiithr,r;t;., e- less restrictiv
allowed redu,
The FCC
franchise exec
susbscribers o
communicatio

mance, meeting your test and measurement
requirements easily, efficiently and economically.
Our products cover the gamut of baseband
video and RF measurement capabilities. Spectrum
analysis, system sweep testing, baseband video
measurements, fault finding in metallic cable and

its best. Finally, to provide service, sup-

FIBERSCOUr PINPOINTS
FIBER OPTIC FAULTS

optical fiber. And much, much more.

port and training to keep you on top.
Want to know

expertise and potential. To put sophisticated cap-

more? No problem.

abilities in reach of technicians at all skill levels.

Just call your local Tektronix representa-

To keep costs low, reliability high, and quality at

tive or 1-800-TEK-WIDE today.
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HELPING SPEED SYSTEM
RESTORATION.

Above all, our aim is to maximize your time,

Tektronix

QUICKLY AND ACCURATELY,

1-800-TEK-WIDE

NCTA PREVIEW

NCTA Show tech
sessions promise to be lively

L

ook for sparks to fly next month
when representatives of the cable
industry clash with members of
the consumer electronics industry over
compatibility issues.
No fewer than three technical sessions are planned on the subject during
Cable '93: The National Show, slated
for June 7-9 at San Francisco's Moscone
Center.
Perhaps the most lively discussion
will come on Tuesday at 2 p.m. when
William Bresnan will attempt to moderate a debate on the subject. Scheduled to appear on the panel are Dr. Walter Ciciora of Time Warner Cable, who
will square off with Gary Shapiro of the
Electronic Industries Association (the
consumer electronics industry's lobbying
organization), Joseph Donahue of Thomson Consumer Electronics, and David
Rozzelle. Playing the role of reactor will
be Wendell Bailey of NCTA.
If that isn't enough, two other sessions will directly and indirectly touch
on the emotional issue. The first will
be Vito Brugliera's session on a subscriber-friendly future, which is designed to provide an update on what is
happening to the interface between cable service and consumer electronics
equipment—with areview of recent technology intended to make the subscriber's
life easier.
Finally, Alex Best of Cox Cable will
supervise apanel discussion of "smart
card" technology that is intended to answer the question: "What options do operators have when choosing program
security systems and methods?" Operators are asked to attend this session
armed with plenty of questions.
They won't have to look far to come up
with lots of questions. In this issue, the
editors of CED explored the issues of
compatibility and smart cards and found
plenty of contention and few perfect solutions. See pages 47 and 50 to get some
i
dea of the i
ssues involved.
New technologies
Other enticing sessions include Dan
Pike's panel on new technology that will
review some of cable's leading-edge engineering tools that can enhance current
services and enable new business opportunities.
Slated speakers include:
• Lisa Bell of Arrowsmith Tech-

nologies, who will detail a Cox Cable
field trial of an improved dispatch system that utilizes the nation's global positioning system (GPS) and intelligent
software to improve efficiency and field
service productivity;
•Tom Straus of Hughes, who will
compare microwave propagation at 13
GHz, 18 GHz and 28 GHz. Straus will
predict the reliability of the new MLDS
services that operate at 28 GHz;
• Ed Zylka of Zenith will discuss
advanced data communication applications and how they relate to evolving
two-way cable services. His focus will be
on new modulation techniques and solutions to today's problems;
•Bell Northern Research's Heather
Sinnott will examine infrastructure issues, economics, technical characteristics and business alliances related to
personal communications services. This

discussion is aimed at educating potential non-traditional telephony providers
on just what to expect from PCS.

New services
In addition, Paul Resch will moderate
a panel called "New service capabilities," that examines what can be done to
foster two-way and other expanded services' profitable migration to cable. Three
of the five presentations will be made by
representatives of Zenith Cable Products, acompany with along history of interactivity in cable TV. The other two
speakers represent Digital Equipment
Corp. and Philips Broadband Networks.
Other sessions will provide details on
subjects ranging from headend advancements to digital compression and
distortion reduction. CEO
By Roger Brown

NCTA Show technical sessions at a glance
Monday, June 7
1:30 to 3p.m.
System architecture—Designing the highway to tomorrow
Speakers: Gino Caira, Stephen
Dukes, Andy Paff, Gary Chan
Toward asubscriber-friendly
future
Speakers: Daniel Sutorius, Bob
Burroughs, Joe Glaab, Ron Katznelson, Mack Daily
3:15 to 4:45 p.m.
Techniques for reducing distortion and interference in tomorrow's cable systems
Speakers: Tom Jokerst, Peter
Dierlein, Jeff Hamilton, Keith Emig,
James Refi
Smart conditional access
Speakers: Graham Stubbs,
John Taskett, Andy Trott, Tony
Wechselberger
Tuesday, June 8
10:30 to noon
New technology
Speakers: Tom Straus, Heather
Sinnott, Paul Baran, Edward Zylka,
Lisa Bell
New service capabilities
Speakers: Jeffrey Cox, Allen
Anderson, Frank Domina, Jim Al-
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brycht, Caitlin Bestler
2 to 3:30 p.m.
Digital compression transmission
Speakers: Joe Waltrich, Brian
Bauer, Rich Citta, Steve DeHart,
Fred Harris
A compatibility debate
Speakers: Walt Ciciora, Gary
Shapiro, Joseph Donahue, David
Rozzelle, Wendell Bailey
4:45 to 5:15 p.m.
Headend advancements
Speakers: Larry Moreland,
David Koo, John Rossi, Daniel
Moloney, Ned Mountain
Cable reregulation—Measurements, EBS, DPU and you
Speakers: Rex Bollinger, Roger
Pience, Joseph Stern, Ken Wright
Wednesday, June 9
9to 10:30 a.m.
Fiber refinements and trends
Speakers: M.F. Mesiya, Moshe
Nazarathy, Rob Plastow, Michael
Labiche, Henry Blauvelt
Implementing digital compression and ATV
Speakers: Brian James, Kenneth Metz, Craig Cuttner, John
Holobinko

e %
- , ANNOUNCING
A PARTNERSHIP THAT
WILL CHANGE THE
FIELD OPERATIONS OF
CABLE COMPANIES
FOREVER.
SECAGMPHICS

Telecommunit at"
Solutions

Advanced Telecommunications Solutions (ATS) and SecaGraphics are joining forces. And now cable
companies can benefit from their combined technological strengths. For twenty-five years, worldwide,
ATS has been aleading technologies integrator, systems consultant and provider of customized solutions.
SecaGraphics has been delivering quality solutions to the cable TV industry since 1984 and is aleader
in computer-aided design and drafting. Together they can revolutionize your field operations with the
Field Service Management System (FSMS). This remarkable new system combines satellite technology
with computer-aided dispatching to automate your field
operations, improve customer satisfaction
and increase revenues. For more
information about FSMS,
watch this space.
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CABLE '93 THE NATIONAL SHOW BOOTH GUIDE
The following companies will be exhibiting at Cable '93 The National
Show, San Francisco:
Alpha Technologies

Booth #1631

ALS-•

AMERICAN LIGHTWAVE
SYSTEMS, INC.

American Lightwave
Systems Inc.
Booth #3746
Phone
(203) 630-5771
AIS invites you to view its complete
video, voice and data fiber solutions.
ALS is part of ADC Telecommunications, the eighth largest supplier of
communications equipment in the
U.S. with $150 million fiber sales.
Displays include DV6000TM digital
video system for region wide transport including SONET gateways
SoneplexTM for 0C3 and DS1-DS3 signal transport, CityCeIlTM for digital
PCS and cellular transport,
LiteAMpTm for VSB/AM/QAM video
transport, CrossbowTM for ATM, plus
ADC's full line of fiber management
products.

AMTEC

AT&T Network Systems .Booth #2101
Augat Communications
Group

Booth #114

Belden Wire & Cable

Booth #1736

Blonder Tongue

Booth #4449

Business Systems, Inc

Booth #1237

ELECTRONICS (INC
C-COR Electronics,
Inc
Booth #1933
Phone
(814) 238-2461
C-COR's display includes digital and
AM fiber optics, avariety of amplifiers up to 1GHz, Cable Network
Manager, modems, passives, and
power supplies. Join us on Monday
June 7at 3:00 p.m. for our 40th
Birthday celebration and receive a
special gift.

Cable AML Inc.

Booth #1035

Cable Security

Booth #2207

IrA
m COMMUNICATION SERVICES

ANTEC
Booth #2101
Phone
(800) to-ANTEC
ANTEC, atechnology integration
company, will feature the Cable Integrated Services Network (CISN)—its
vision for emerging cable networks.
The ANTEC companies—including
ANTEC Communication Services, Regal Technologies and Optical Networks International—will present network architectures, innovative
product systems, and enhanced services. The Cable Loop Carrier (CLC500), and Star Star Bus (SSB-500) architectures will be featured, as well
as the Safety Alert Monitor (SAM),
RR-92 Converter, Integrated Drop
System (IDS), and Underground
Plant System (UPS).
Antenna Technology

Booth #4233

AT&T

Booth #1639

FIRST
DATA
CORP
mime
CABLE SERVICES GROUP

Cable Services Group....Booth #2425
Phone
(402) 222-7475
Cable Services Group, abusiness unit
of First Data Corporation (FDC), is a
leading provider of management information systems and innovative
technologies for the cable television
and TVRO industries. In addition to
its online and PC-based management
information and billing systems (Cable Control System and CableMAX),
CSG will be demonstrating its Viewpoint Information System, an easy-touse, realtime analytical tool. V.I.P. is
the next generation of decision support systems.
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catile
vata
CableData
Booth #1825
Phone
(916) 636-5800
See the latest enhancements to CableData's DDP/SQL subscriber management and billing system that enable you to improve customer service
and market more wisely—for example,
our new collections module, customer
service regionalization scheme, online
bulletin boards and much more. In
addition, see ad hoc query tools you
can use to create custom reports on
all the data in your subscriber database. CableData is the leading
provider of business management
systems to the cable industry.

CALAN, Inc
Booth #1231
Phone:
(717) 828-2356
CALAN will be exhibiting 1776-2 Integrated Sweep Receiver/Spectrum
Analyzer; 1777 Sweep Transmitter;
STAR 2010 SLMS; Comet Remote
Line Monitoring/Source Multi-carrier
Generator.

MChannelMaster°
Channel Master
Booth #4110
A Division of Avnet, Inc.
Phone:
(919) 934-9711
Channel Master) MICRO-BEAM®
point-to-point microwave systems.
Complete equipment and service
packages on high-performance 550
MHz broadband systems. Equipment
and parts are in-stock-ready for delivery. Two-year limited warranty (parts
and labor included within 48 contiguous United States).

CABLE '93 THE NATIONAL SHOW BOOTH GUIDE
Channell Commercial
Corp.

Booth #4114

Channelmatic, Inc.

Booth #1625

() Comm/Scope,Inc.
THE Cable in Cable TV.

Comm/Scope, Inc
Booth #1701
Phone:
(800) 982-1708
Comm/Scope is aGeneral Instrument
company that offers acomplete line of
high quality coaxial and fiber optic
cables including patented Quantum
Reach® and Parameter III® trunk
and distribution cables and Optical
Reach® fiber optic cables, as well as
hundreds of versions of drop cables
for all applications including headend
cables.

ComSomcs..

an easy to use menu-driven interface;
an advanced, multiple function scheduling system; remote communications
capability; Amiga or IBM compatibility and are available as full turnkey
systems or software only packages.

DX
Communications, Inc

Booth #3743

Eagle Comtronics, Inc.....Booth #4121

EDS
EDS.
Booth #1331
Phone
(908) 781-4985
EDS, the world's leader in applying
information technology, is pleased to
introduce our new customer information management system for the cable television industry. This full service, feature-rich system gives you
the information you need, when you
need it and in the format that you
need to run your business.

AN EMP..CYEE OWNED CORPORATION

Electroline
Equipment Inc.
ComSonics, Inc
Booth #2215
Phone:
(800) 336-9681
Manufacturer of Windom II and WindowLite PLUS signal level meters,
Sniffer leakage detector units, coaxial
relays, surge protectors. CATV repair
facility, onsite technical training provided. Visit our booth and see the new
SnifferLite, Print, and Delta Modules
for the WindowLite PLUS.

Digital Equipment Corp. .Booth #1025

Obi
Display Systems
Interretional, Inc.
Booth #4112
Phone:
(814) 257-8210
Exhibiting our ELITE Series of low
cost, high performance display and
photo-advertising systems, featuring:

Booth #1338

LFIRST
rPACIFIC
NETWORKSFirst Pacific Networks
Booth #4749
Phone:
(408) 730-6600
The First Pacific Networks' Personal
Xchange (PXTM) system delivers twoway voice, video, and data, all on a
standard CATV system. Come see a
demonstration of telephony over cable
as well as interactive multimedia
demos.
GE American
Comm., Inc.

Booth #1725

Gilbert Engineering

Booth #3339

Grass Valley Group, Inc. Booth #4054
Harmonic Lightwaves

Booth #2201

H EWLETT
PACKARD
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Booth #1941
Phone:
(707) 577-4100
From troubleshooting to general automated measurements to high-performance analysis, Hewlett-Packard offers awide range of test and
measurement products. Products on
display at this year's NCTA show include:
•Spectrum Analyzers
•Network Analyzers
•Oscilloscopes
•Vector Signal Generators
•Vector Signal Analyzers

HUGHES
ML
Hughes AML
Booth #2225
Phone:
(800) 663-7902
Hughes offers acomplete line of low
to super high power outdoor and indoor broadband equipment. Come see
us at Booth #2225 to discuss how our
AML indoor broadband transmitters
can replace entire MTX-132 and STX141 systems.
Hughes
Communications, Inc. .....Booth #3532
Information Systems
Dey., Inc.
IPITEX

Booth #3433
Booth #119

Jerrold/Gen. Instrument .Booth #1701

Kennedy Cable
Construction, Inc.
Booth #4932
Phone:
(912) 557-4751
Aerial and underground line construction of CATV, LANs; telecommu-
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nications and fiber optic system.
Splicing, upgrades, rebuild, new extensions of system, balance, sweep
and proof system. Over 20 years of experience in cable TV and telephone
construction.

Lectro
Lectro Products, Inc
Booth #1537
Phone:
(800) 551-3790
Lectro announces aZTT version of
their two battery UniMax standby
power supply. This version which utilizes aspecial zero transfer time technique, ensures continuous unbroken
power when transferring in or out of
standby and features asingle ferroresonant transformer designed to
run cool and consistent from either
AC line or battery power.

Lindsay Specialty
Products

Booth #700

Macrovision Corporation.Booth #1536
Malarkey-Taylor
Assoc., Inc.

Booth #3543

Mind Extension
Institute

Booth #2136

RELIANCE in

COMM/TEC

mL7

Reliance Comm/Tec
Booth #2625
Phone:
(708) 455-8010
Reliance CommfFec is aleading designer and manufacturer of fiber optic
and coaxial distribution enclosures
for today, and tomorrow's needs. Featured will be awide variety of metal
and plastic 360 degree access
pedestals, anew line of plastic lowprofile enclosures, high security
MDU's, and our new OTN (Optical
Transition Node), aenvironmentally
sealed cabinet for your systems integration. Corelink, or reusable, returnable fiber optic mechanical splice will
be demonstrated.

Northern Telecom Inc

Booth #3350

Ortel Corporation

Booth #5143

Philips Broadband
Networks, Inc

Booth #1425

Pioneer New Media
Tech., Inc

Booth #2025

Power Guard

Booth #2207

Pyramid/Cablecon
Connect. Inc
R.L. Drake Company
Raychem Corporation

Booth #144

Telecorp Systems, Inc

Booth #5233

Telecrafter Products

Booth #1336

Teleport Communications
Group
Booth #5338
Texscan Corporation

o

Booth #3726

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Time Mfg.
Booth #4733
Phone:
(817) 776-0900
Time Manufacturing Co. will display
anew Tel 29N, telescopic aerial lift
designed especially for the telecommunications market.

Booth #5542

Times Fiber
Comm., Inc.

Booth #2124

Scientific Atlanta, Inc

Booth #1901

Toner Cable

Booth #1925

SCTE

Booth #4119

eNc cD 1=1 a
Sencore
Booth #4103
Phone (800) SENCORE
Stop by Booth 4103 during the NCTA
Show to see the newest in CATV instruments. See how the Sencore SL
750 Channelizers will improve your
system troubleshooting, analyzing
and system perfromance testing with
their exclusive and time-saving features. Stop by and prove to yourself
how the new Sencore Channelizers
will set anew standard for CATV instrumentation.

Siecor Corporation
Signal Vision, Inc

Booth #2101

Booth #1641

Sadelco, Inc.

Booth #131
Booth #4133
Booth #702

Booth #1437
Booth #3349

Tektronix, Inc.

Booth #4117

Sharp Electronics
Production Products
Company

Booth #2309

Ripley Company

NCA Microelectronics......Booth #5541
New Century
Comm. Inc. (NCC) ..... ......Booth #1441

Synchronous
Communications Inc

Sumitomo Electric
Superior Electronics
Group, Inc.
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Booth #3343

COMMUNICATIONS I
NC.
Trilogy
Communications, Inc
Booth #4101
Phone:
(800) 874-5649
Quality manufacturer of MC 2—The
original low-loss coaxial trunk and
distribution cables. Complete line of
drop cables including UL listed and
corrosion protected.
TV Data
Technologies, L.P

Booth #718

TV/Com International

Booth #2037

TVC Incorporated

Booth #5343

U.S. Electronics

Booth #1135

Universal Electronics, Inc Booth #4433
Video Data Systems

Booth #1740

Viewsonics, Inc.

Booth #5149

Vyvx, Inc.

Booth #3511

Wegener Communications Booth #147
Booth #1325

Zenith Electronics Corp

Booth #1837

CONSUMER INTERFACE

Compatibility inquiry
polarizes industries

T

he battle over compatibility between cable systems and consumer
electronics devices is heating up
to the boiling point, judging from some
of the 29 sets of comments submitted in
response to the Federal Communications Commission's notice of inquiry
into compatibility.
A quick read of the comments submitted by the NCTA and various cable
operators and the Electronic Industries
Association and TV manufacturers
shows contention on nearly every point.
As part of last year's Cable Act, Congress directed the Federal Communications Commission to explore ways to
improve compatibility between cable
hook-ups and consumer TVs and VCRs.
Specifically, the FCC was ordered to
search for methods to overcome many of
the problems that have plagued consumers since the advent of VCRs and extended tuning range televisions, including watching one channel and
recording another simultaneously; taping two consecutive programs that appear on different channels; and using
advanced television features such as
picture-in-picture.
What it all boils down to is this: electronics manufacturers want anational
scrambling standard or cable signals to
be delivered "in the clear" so that cable
drops can be directly attached to TV re-

ceivers, while cable interests are demanding a standard for "cable-ready"
TVs and the inclusion of adecoder interface plug on the back of new TVs
and VCRs.
National scrambling standard
Gary Shapiro, group vice president
at EIA, adamantly defends EIA's call for
anational scrambling standard. With a
standard, electronics manufacturers can
build devices which will work in any
cable system and consumers can hook
them up right out of the box. He says
Congress mandated that the interface
must be improved and that the FCC
has few if any choices. "There is no discretion in the law," Shapiro says.
The cable industry, however, is worried that a national scrambling standard will lead to potentially greater
piracy. "The most severe problem with
anational scrambling standard is the
lack of alternatives if it is defeated,"
says Time Warner in its comments to
the FCC. "If anational scrambling standard was imposed and later compromised, there would be no way to re-implement security without rendering the
subscribers' equipment unusable."
The cable industry's concerns over
piracy are "total malarkey," says
Shapiro. He notes that the cable indus-

try presently estimates its losses to piracy at about $5 billion—or 20 percent of
the industry's total revenue. "The alternative we're proposing would bring
that loss rate down close to zero,"
Shapiro says. "It works well for the
satellite industry."
"If it works so well in the satellite industry, why are there 3million dishes
and only 600,000 authorized receivers?"
wonders Wendell Bailey, vice president
of science and technology at NCTA. The
problem with a national scrambling
standard is that there is no way to turn
back if the standard is broken by pirates. "Am Iwilling to bet my entire
business (on astandard)? The answer is
no," says Bailey.
NCTA even disputes EIA's version of
history, noting that the cable industry
was forced to develop and deploy set-top
frequency converters when systems began to offer more than 12 channels because televisions were unable to tune
the additional channels. The practice
continued because TV manufacturers
used poorly shielded tuners, resulting in
video impairments. It became problematic only after the manufacturers began touting their devices as "cableready," the NCTA argues.
"Diversity in scrambling methods is a
security technique in itself," comments
Time Warner. "Diversity complicates
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the task for those
who would go into
an underground
business of supplying
devices
which defeat the
scrambling." If
that happens, cable operators will
have to once again
install aset-top descrambler—a cost
that will be borne
by the subscriber,
the MS0 argues.
"There's
no
question the electronics people are
trying to force cable to adopt interdiction or broadband descrambling,"
says
Joseph Van Loan, senior vice president
of engineering for Cablevision Industries. "We're looking for evolutionary
solutions and we believe we have them."
Those solutions include bypass
switches that route non-scrambled signals around the descrambler to the television, universal remotes that control
TVs, VCRs and cable descramblers,
dual-tuner descramblers that pass two
video channels instead of just one, and
devices like VCR Plus, which can be
programmed to automatically record
programming delivered through acable
descrambler.
The NCTA says the cable industry is
prepared to offer these devices, at "reasonable cost," to consumers. Although
NCTA admits the devices are not "100
percent solutions," they "certainly qualify as 80 percent or 90 percent solutions."
Broadband descrambling
Interdiction, of course, has enjoyed
high-profile exposure but has been deployed in fewer than 75,000 homes, according to comments filed by Scientific-Atlanta, the technology's major proponent.
Cable systems have been reluctant to
adopt the technology because of its higher initial hardware cost, increased power
consumption (which the cable operator
must pay for) and concerns over security.
For example, Nick Worth, executive
vice president of engineering at TeleCable, studied "clear-channel" security
systems such as interdiction and trends
in programming and determined that
there will be aneed for flexible conditional access, driven by a greater demand for choice. Furthermore, because
of the high initial costs of interdiction, a
detailed analysis by Worth showed that

a typical cable system would actually
lose $2.3 million over anine year period. he says.
As for broadband descrambling, the
technology shows some early promise,
but hardware has not as yet progressed
beyond the laboratory. As conceived, the
system would descramble several channels simultaneously and deliver awide
spectrum of channels directly to the
home, simplifying the interface to consumer gear. Ron Katznelson, president
of Multichannel Communication Sciences Inc., the company which holds a
patent for the technology, predicts asystem could be put into volume production
as early as the latter half of 1994.
For its part, the NCTA wants the
FCC to establish astandard for "cableready" TVs and VCRs. This standard
should encompass specifications for improved tuners, improved shielding from
direct pick-up interference and a decoder interface connector such as the
one known as ANSI/EIA 563. This connector standard, which was developed
by the NCTA/EIA joint engineering committee in the mid 1980s, is asmall device that could be located on the back of
TVs and VCRs that descrambles cable
programming virtually transparently
and returns the advanced functions of
TVs and VCRs.
Popularly known as "MultiPort," the
device has already been tried, but failed
in the marketplace. In order to work,
TVs and VCRs must be outfitted with a
receptacle that accepts inputs from the
decoder. RCA, among others, built millions of TVs with the plug but only afew
hundred decoders were ever brought into
the market. This was because cable operators were reluctant to give up the revenue stream associated with converter
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and remote control
rentals.
Now, however,
operators would be
more amenable to
the device because
under the new regulations, that revenue stream will
likely melt away.
"Sometimes
it
takes adeadline or
requirement to
make it work,"
says Worth.
But both EIA
and the electronics manufacturers
are dubious. They
note that EIA 563
will do nothing to
improve compatibility with the 280
million TVs and VCRs already in the
marketplace. Furthermore, they argue
that they should not have to bear the additional cost of the plug because the industry is highly competitive and profit
margins are low or nonexistent.
"No one wants to return to that," says
Shapiro. "It's expensive to put in and
doesn't solve alot of the problems."
Worth disputes that, noting that in
Overland Park, Kan., where TeleCable
implemented the decoder, consumers
were pleased with the decoder and that
they perceived the system as "transparent."
Conflicting crguments?
Bailey also takes issue with Shapiro's
assertion that the interface plug is too
expensive. "Then why are they willing to
bear the cost of the circuitry and port
that would be needed to decode a national scrambling standard—which is
likely to cost alot more?"
It's clear the two industries are at
loggerheads over the issue and that little common ground exists. From the cable industry's perspective, it appears
the best-case scenario is that the FCC
will agree that flexible scrambling methods are the best way to secure signals
and that cable operators will be told to
do implement decoders with timers,
dual tuners, etc.
The worst thing that could happen is
that cable will be told to either cease
scrambling, adopt a national scrambling standard or some other single
technology, says Bailey. "The Commission has to recognize that perfect compatibility probably is not possible in the
short-term." ciED
By Roger Brown

We Couldn't Think Of An Easier Way
To Help You Build Your Premium Sales.
Introducing the UniwandTm "Big Easy."
The universal remote your subscribers are going
UNIWAN1)
to find easy to love.
It's designed with fewer, bigger buttons
Guaranteed to
R)
control
the basic TV, VCR, and converter
operate your
TV, VCR and
box functions people use most often, so it's
Cable Box
easy to use.
Simple as
I, II, Ill
And it consolidates up to four remotes
Replaces
lost or broken
to eliminate dutter and give subscribers areremotes
mote they can also use with their TV
Uniwand
and VCR instead of giving them an
Easy"
extra one they can only use with
eMwa
l
.
their converter box.
A high value for subscribers
"Big Easy" merchandising support includes bill stuffers,
p(Unt of purchase displays, and aTV spot, too.
with low cost for you, it's the perfect
Why every home needs a

tool to help you sell your premium channels.
To make it even better, we'll give you the merchandising support to promote it with. Plus our
guarantee that we (not you) will give subscribers two months free cable service if our "Big
Easy" fails to operate their equipment. And we
can even customize your "Big Easy" by adding
your logo.
If you want abetter way to build your premium sales, call us now. Our"Big Easy" remote can
make it easy for you.

UNiWAND
UNIVERSAL REMOTES
Circle Reader Service No. 21

Universal Electronics Inc., 13575 58th Street North, Clearwater, Florida 34620, 1-800-966-9600

SMART CARDS

Smart card: A smart idea
for cable TV signal security?
At the heart of the rather contentious battle between the cable and consumer electronics industries is a little, credit-card
sized matter of signal security:
the smart card. How smart is it
for signal security applications?
Opinions vary all over the map.
Consumer electronics manufacturers see smart cards as
the means by which to finally
enable full use of built-in TV
and VCR features—while still
securing cable premium services. Some cable operators,
on the other hand, are
largely agnostic or downright skeptical about the
removable, renewable devices, having been stung
many times in the past
by nefarious cable pirates.

it»

4

What is a smart
card?

il

Currently, the term
"smart card" is a
generic moniker for
a card which
looks much
like the one
shown on
this page.
What
makes
it
"smart" is the
fact that, hidden under a
web of plastics
and
epoxies, is a
small amount
of
memory
(typically about
4,000 to 8,000
bits) and a microprocessor chip. Connection pins are exposed on the
side of the card, which are accessed
when the device is slid into areceptacle port.
But it's the location of that receptacle
port that represents much of the conflict
between some cable operators and the
consumer electronics industry. In other
words, should the smart card be inserted into aconsumer-owned device, or
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into acable-owned set-top
box?
Under
the former scenario,
the
smart
card port
would be
housed
within a
television
or
VCR.
This fact
alone has
some cable
operators
reeling.
"The fundamental
problem here
is just what it
has
always
been, and that
is, what happens if the
smart
card is

te

breached?" asks Dr. Walter Ciciora, vice
president of technology for Time
Warner. "The very idea of 'renewable security' is an honest admission that the
security is vulnerable. So, if the security
is breached and the cable operator owns
it, it's very simple: we replace it. But
what happens if the smart card is
breached and the consumer owns it?"
What happens, says Joe Van Loan, senior vice president of engineering for
Cablevision Industries, is plain and simple: political suicide. "Assuming the consumer owns the security, and assuming
it's breached, then only one thing can
happen. We have to go back into that
person's home and put in abox," Van
Loan laments.
Smart card proponents, however,
point to many factors which make the
card's vulnerability exceedingly tamper-resistant. They are quick to point
out, for example, that debit cards (a
cousin of the smart card which contains
memory but no processing power and is
used for banking and telephone access)
have been successfully deployed without
compromise.
Also, News Datacom, maker of the
smart cards used in BSkyB and some 19
other video security installations—including the forthcoming Hughes DirecTv project—submits that in four years
of operation over millions of subscribers,
their version of asmart card has yet to
be compromised. The reason, they submit, is that the device was not designed
to be tamper-proof. Instead, it was designed to be highly tamper-resistant, in
that its very design creates an "economic disadvantage" for would-be pirates. In other words, by the time a
card is duplicated or compromised, a
replacement card can be issued
which thwarts the theft—and sends
the pirate back to avery expensive drawing board.
Economic piracy
dis -incentives
George Hanover,
staff VP, Consumer
Electronics Group
of the Electronic
Industries Association,
calls this
an "eco-

Keep Your
Revenue Flowing
Pay-per-view, PCS, movies-on-demand, interactive services...
the list of additional revenue streams grows each day. And,
as these services increase, system reliability
becomes more critical.
With the right management system for your headend, fiber or traditional
distribution network, you can provide dependable, profitable cable service.
Headend failures are rare, but when they do
happen, all subscribers are affected. With
Scientific-Atlanta's Headend Manager'
system controller, not only can you
monitor your headend, you can
also provide automatic backup
service. As aresult, you reduce
downtime, truck rolls and
customer complaints.
Finding the source of a
problem in your fiber or
distribution network can
be time consuming and expensive. Seeing a
potential problem could
be virtually impossible.
Our Network Manager'
controller can pinpoint the
exact location of aweak or faulty
piece of equipment. So you solve
the problem immediately, possibly even
before it affects your subscribers.
Keep your revenue flowing with the right
management system. Contact your nearest
sales representative or call 800-722-2009 to
learn more about the headend or distribution
system that's right for you.
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SMART CARDS
nomic dis-incentive" for would-be pirates. "One of the most important security aspects of the smart card is that an
address for each particular user is embedded within the memory (of the card).
The owner of the card does not know
that address," Hanover argues. "Sure,
it's possible for some dedicated pirate to
reverse-engineer the card. He can take
it to a very sophisticated facility and
use an electron scanning microscope,
and duplicate the IC. But if the cards are
re-issued in the event of abreach, the pirate has to go through this whole costly
process all over again."
Further, Hanover submits, because
Some cable operators have serious consmart cards are relatively low cost decerns about the overall security of
vices (anywhere from $2 to $15, desmart cards.
pending on the amount of memory and
degree of microprocessing power), a
move to replace the cards wouldn't be fiThat kind of tinkering can undo the
nancially troublesome for cable operawork of 100,000 engineers working for
tors.
five years," Van Loan submits.
But the arguments don't stop there.
Wendell Bailey, VP of Science and TechReincarnated MultiPort
nology for the National Cable Television Association, offers this counter:
Enter MultiPort—or, as it is now more
"The subject here comes down to one
fashionably called, the EIA 563 decoder
thing, and that is, how do you prevent
interface. Time Warner's Ciciora sees
people from finding the lightswitch, or
this as a solution that benefits everythe back door, or whatever you want to
one—well, almost everyone. "We think
call it? In other words, Iwouldn't try to
the EIA 563 decoder interface is afair
crack the algorithm in the card. I'd try
and logical approach that's good for the
to bypass all the handshaking between
consumer and good for the cable industhe box and the
try, and it's not too
card, and find the
awfully bad for the
one pin—and it will
consumer electronbe in adata-high or
ics industry, eia data-low posither," Ciciora says.
"Ultimately,
I
believe
tion—and move it to
By using the EIA
the appropriate po563 device, Ciciora
smart cards should be submits, both the
sition," Bailey says.
"So, Ihear their arsecurity system
guments, but they're
and the signal proprovided by the cable
not very persuasive,
cessing system are
because they don't
replaceable in the
operator and not
get to the heart of
face of piracy. "Permy problem."Furhaps an optimal sother, Bailey argues
by the consumer
lution would be to
that citing un have set-tops with
breached cards for
smart cards for the
electronics industry."
debit-type applicaolder TVs and
tions, such as autoVCRs and the new,
mated teller machines, doesn't cut it einon-feature laden devices. For new TVs
ther. "It's not so easy, in the cold light of
and VCRs that have all the fancy feaday and with acamera on you, to whip
tures, they would have a 563 plug-in
out your soldering iron and have at it,"
module."
Bailey says. "It's an entirely different
But, says the EIA's Hanover, "if you're
story when these removable devices can
going to advocate the MultiPort, then it's
be examined in a private living room
very difficult not to see how you wouldn't
with the drapes drawn."
also be an advocate of (smart card techCablevision's Van Loan refers to this
nology) because the card itself contains
as "mega-tinkering," althou gh he won't
the intelligence and allows you to
take credit for the concept. "What megachange the scrambling system on the
tinkering is, and Ifind it to be avery
fly."
profound theory, is the concept of one
However, Ciciora's concerns relate
million people tinkering for one hour.
mostly to an EIA filing to the FCC which
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states that "the Commission can also explore establishment of a national, renewable security standard, one that
would entail decoding within (emphasis
added) the consumer electronics equipment and authorization by way of
'smart cards' or other new technologies."
If, as many cable skeptics visualize it,
decoding and/or signal processing functions are housed within the TV or VCR,
a breach is twice as likely to happen.
"Security involves two aspects. One is
the signal processing, and one is the
signal protection method itself," Ciciora
says. "The would-be pirate will attack
the weaker of the two. So, it's important
that both parts be replaceable—not just
the encryption part, but the part that actually processes the signal."
To that end, Ciciora and others feel
that apossible solution may be to proceed with smart card evaluation—but in
the set-top, not the TV or VCR. "Let us
not forget that pirates are very clever,
and we make over 20 million TV sets a
year," says Vito Brugliera, VP of marketing and product management for
Zenith Electronics. "A good solution may
be to develop aset-top terminal of some
kind, where the decoding and conditional access functions are in the card.
That way, if the cable company owns the
box, it at least has the option of retrieving boxes and changing them out,
if ever they are compromised. They don't
have that option if the consumer owns
the device."
Alternate theories
Graham Stubbs, an independent consultant specializing in signal security
systems for cable television operators,
has adifferent theory altogether. "I believe the MSOs and the program
providers should get together and set
out what the security needs of future
systems are. Idon't believe they should
simply leave it to the vendors," Stubbs
says. "Ultimately, though, whatever the
smart card looks like, Ido believe it
should be provided by the cable operator
and not by the consumer electronics industry."
Paul Resch, director of engineering
for TVN (formerly of The Disney Channel), says he's afan of smart cards. "I
think they make sense," Resch says.
"Think about it: Banks aren't perfectly
secure; people still rob banks and get
away with it quite well. The question is,
where do you draw the line?"
Unless acable operator is willing (or
is forced by law) to experiment with the
cards, we may never know. CIED
Leslie Ellis

CED is so important
to me...I had it
forwarded
right away.

David M. Fellows
Senior Vice President
Engineering and Technology
Continental Cablevision

THE CHOICE OF
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GPS

21st centu ry technology

now

Global sate llite system for signal leakage

T

he purpose of this article is threefold: To provide information
about the current relationship
between CATV and GPS; point out
similar expressions and terms that
are interchangeable; and provide
information about policies and technical data which will influence the cable
industry in the future. Because previous trade articles have been written
on GPS history and theory, this paper
will try to avoid repeating or recycling
old material.
Introduction
GPS is a satellite-based radionavigation aid deployed by the U.S.
Department of Defense that is primarily aimed to support the military.
However, GPS is also made available
for use by the general public and commercial entities to obtain accurate
positioning.
In February 1993, the 18th "blocktwo" satellite was set into orbital
plane B-1. There are now 22 block-one
and block-two satellites in orbit out of
a scheduled 24. Six launches are
scheduled for 1993, which will complete the constellation and begin
phasing out the older block-one satellites. For the first time in history, 24hour three-dimensional coverage is
possible. There are absolutely no lapses in two-dimensional coverage now.
Also, newly completed GPS algorithms are making constellation
jumps, where asegment of the plotted
course jumps to one side or the other
(see Figure 1), a thing of the past.
Jumps occur when a GPS receiver
tracks different satellite constellations as they become visible. These
jumps, when combined with selective
availability (S/A) errors, can produce
a messy course on a digital map.
Multipath errors are still a problem,
but they occur significantly less frequently and are usually single points
instead of asegment.
Maintenance concepts
Let's back up and look at two concepts that are fundamental to CATV
service: Demand maintenance (D/M)
By Ken Eckenroth, Vice President of
Engineering, Cable Leakage
Technologies

Figure 1
and preventive maintenance tP/M).
D/M is reactive—which results in a
random pattern, like outages and priority service calls. It doesn't matter
what part of town they occur, the
course of action is to "Drop what
you're doing and proceed immediately
to that new location." The other side
of the coin is P/M, which is methodical
and well planned. A tech could have
25 service calls, 20 amps to sweep, 30
leaks to fix, or 100 miles of plant to
ride out, but his day is planned ahead
of time, which is more efficient. A tech
may have to respond to an outage. but
he will return to his P/M duties.
GPS has two categories that correspond with the D/M and P/M formats:
Real time and post processing. The
idea of real time GPS is to supplement beepers and two-way radios
with fleet management. The idea of
post processed GPS is to enhance the
productivity of P/M by streamlining
the planning.
Surveyor accuracies
First, let's talk about how surveyors
achieve accuracies of just a few centimeters. A sophisticated GPS receiv-
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er will measure not only the pseudoranges (code), but also the carrier
phase. Utilizing differential techniques, the carrier phase yields centimeter precision compared to meter
level precision offered by the pseudoranges. The carrier phase measurements are made ambiguous by an
unknown integer number of carrier
cycles—the so-called "carrier phase
ambiguity."
This carrier phase ambiguity
remains constant over time as long as
the receiver is phase-locked to the
incoming signal. No similar ambiguities exist far the pseudoranges. If we
can correctly identify the carrier
phase ambiguity number, we can convert the carrier phase measurements
into very precise range measurements. This integer ambiguity resolution is the goal behind several different post processed procedures, including: static differential positioning;
pseudo-kinematic surveying; stopand-go surveying; and rapid static
surveying. While adetailed discussion
of these procedures is beyond the
scope of this paper, the concept to
remember is the difference between
pseudorange (code) and carrier phase

GPS
receiver abilities. The terms pseudorange and code are interchangeable in
this application. All GPS receivers
interpret code, but only high-end GPS
receivers interpret code and carrier.
Time concepts
The next concept is the difference
between GPS time and UTC (universal coordinated time). UTC time is
measured in seconds and is referenced
to the London time zone. This time
zone is not to be confused with the
absolute longitude coordinates 0
degrees 0 minutes 0 seconds, which
runs north and south through
London. This time zone encompasses
the United Kingdom. GPS time is a
product of a satellite's atomic clock,
with nanosecond accuracy. A sophisticated GPS receiver would utilize this
in time transfer technology, which is
an entirely different field.
How does the FAA (Federal
Aviation Administration) plan to use
GPS? The answer falls into two categories: Accuracy and integrity.
Civilian GPS, or SPS (Standard
Positioning Service), has a stated
accuracy of 100 meters (95 percent of
the time). This is acceptable to the
aviation community for en route and
non-precision flight operations, but
not for airport precision approaches.
Three technical approaches for accuracy are under study—differential
GPS; augmenting GPS signals with
other navigation aids (top candidates
are GLONASS [Russian GPS], LoranC, and inertial navigation systems);
and real-time kinematic carrier phase
tracking.
The challenge here is to take this
centimeter accuracy beyond the stationary mode and develop methods for
dynamic civil aviation operations
(ambiguity resolution on the fly).
There is a new technique that shows
great promise. It's called "widelaning
the dual frequencies" and is solving
the ambiguity resolution in 1to 3seconds.
GPS at this time cannot meet the
FAAs' requirement for integrity. This
is the ability of the system to provide
timely warnings to the user when the
system should not be used for navigation. These integrity requirements are
30 seconds for en route flights, 10 seconds for terminal areas and non-precision approaches, 6seconds for certain
precision approaches, and 1to 2 seconds for precise approaches leading to
actual runway touchdowns.
Minimum Operational Performance
Standards (MOPS) set by a

Washington-based commission, which
affect aviation on a global scale, are
calling for the 10-second integrity
warning. Inmarsat is proposing an
integrity channel via it's 3rd-generation satellites beginning in 1995. It
would uplink in C-band and downlink
in L-band frequencies adjacent to GPS
frequencies. This is called the Bent
Pipe effect.
When one is dealing with something as critical as integrity, the question, "What if there is atotal failure of
the system?" must be asked. RAIM
(receiver autonomous integrity monitoring), which would choose between
other augmented systems seems to be
the conventional answer. The GPS
process for aviation is evolving toward
a GNSS (global navigation satellite
system).
Horizontal accuracies
Horizontal accuracy is a subject
that does apply to cable operators.
Government-stated specifications for
SPS (civilian) is 100 meters (95 percent of the time) with S/A on; PPS
(precise positioning system) or military spec is 18 meters (95 percent of
the time). This 95 percent spec is a

huge cushion. Realistically, it's more
like 99.5 percent. Every once in a
while you'll see a huge jump that
probably only the Dept. of Defense
could explain. S/A does not affect the
PPS. So, does the PPS represent what
the civilian service would look like if
S/A was turned off?
Remember, PPS is a product of the
P code placed on both the L-1 and L-2
frequencies (see Figure 2). The dual
frequencies allow the receiver to correct for ionospheric errors. The higher
frequency will have a greater loss.
The difference can be measured to
determine the ionosphere loss. The
C/A code is only on the L-1 frequency.
Single frequency signal processing
incorporates a mathematical model
called the Klobucar model. This eliminates half the ionosphere errors but
not all of them.
There's another error that is the
product of S/A, called the "observables." These are the satellites that
are in view for the individual GPS
receivers when making differential
corrections from a base station to a
rover receiver. There may be, for
example, eight satellites in the sky
over an immediate area. The base station GPS receiver may see all eight
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Free Copy
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your free copy
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S/A = clock dithering affects C/A code measurement
A/S = P code is encrypted to Y code
S/A corrective action = differential GPS
A/S cor'ective action = military encryption keys
while the rover may see only seven.
This is because buildings and other
obstructions may block the view of the
rover. The percentage of observable
error is the combination of how long
an obscured satellite (for the field
unit) is on the horizon and whether or
not S/A is cranking on that satellite at
that time, and whether a leak (event)
occurs at that time.
Consequently, each receiver has its
own unique navigation solution
(prime course). This means that if (up
to 100 meter error causing) S/A were
removed, accuracy is slightly worse
than 18 meters because half of the
ionospheric error still exists for a single-frequency GPS unit.
Those who have ever seen a plotted
course on a digital map with S/A
working know that the goal is to be on
the right street. Most streets are 300
to 400 feet apart. That means accuracy of 150 feet or less would be sufficient to put the path on the right
street. When you're dealing with the
integrated navigation solutions (latitude and longitud& instead of the raw
data (pseudoranges, range rates, etc.),
S/A's effect is quasi-directional. The
plotted course could be up to 300 feet
above, below, left, or right of the actual prime course. Integrated differential corrections would produce a spec
in the neighborhood of 25 meters (99
percent of the time because of the

observables and multipath errors).
Remember, these are worst case numbers and the norm would be 15 meters
(street width accuracies).
There is a way to get this type of
accuracy by using differential GPS
receivers. The most accurate and
expensive models produce 2- to 5meter accuracy, but because they
work with GPS raw data, they work
in real-time only. The differential systems which utilize integrated solutions are more reasonably priced and
work in the post processed realm.
Consumers will buy the accuracy that
applies to them. That's why it's important to understand all the facts.
Government policy re: S/A
There is another way to remove
S/A, and that is to simply turn it off
during peace time. S/A at one time
was degrading GPS accuracies to 500
meters (95 percent of the time). The
Cold War threat of missiles being
locked onto the signal was a real concern. In 1983 the Department of
Defense reduced accuracy to 100
meters. Additional emphasis was
placed on the civil use of GPS after
the downing of flight KAL 007 by the
Soviet Union. The Senate, after condemning the act, called for a speeded
up timetable because GPS benefits
public safety.
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In this context, maybe the S/A error
should be tied directly to defense conditions. Zero or minimum threat
should equal no S/A. Medium threat
would equal medium S/A, and so on.
Anti-spoofing
Anti-spoofing (A/S) is another product of the DOD that provides military
protection against fake signals. A/S
works by encrypting P code to Y code.
P code is commercially used by civilians, but only military personnel have
the Y code encryption keys (see Figure
2). It's important to understand the
difference between S/A and A/S in the
fact that A/S does not affect the average civilian GPS user. Most people
familiar with GPS would say S/A is
here to stay. However, there are many
who believe the DOD is doing the
American taxpayer a great disservice
by operating S/A during peace time.
CATV is now part of the long list of
industries affected by the operation of
S/A.
Conclusion
GPS technology promises some
amazing things to different consumer
groups. Unfortunately, some of these
groups will have to wait for some
answers. Fortunately, one of these
groups isn't CATV. CIED
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AD INSERTION

Ad insertion in the digital age

S

ince the advent of adThis highway, according to the
vertiser-supported cable
Task Force, should feature: sechannels, cable operacure data streams; an "open"
tors have sought ways to gain
network architecture; astanalarger share of the national
dard internetworking protospot ad market, agolden egg
col, such as X.25; support of
estimated to be worth billions
multiple video delivery forof dollars per year. Cable commats; and an applications propanies have largely missed out
tocol that is flexible and exon this segment of the televitensible.
sion advertising market beThe concept is embodied in
cause the industry was too
what CableLabs calls the "Cafractured for media buyers to
ble Ad Control Network,"
effectively cover entire marwhich, from a national perkets without contacting sevspective could be thought of
eral systems and coordinatas a"bridge" between different
ing purchase efforts.
providers of hardware and
What the cable industry
software systems. In essence,
needed to participate was a
the control network is aunicentral, coordinated effort and
fied set of protocols and interdelivery mechanism to make
face descriptions that make it
the thousands of cable systems
possible to send information
located across the country easdown anetwork.
ily accessible by ad agencies.
Leading the charge toward
Next step: field trials
this coordinated effort is Cable
Television Laboratories. At
Ad insertion hardware manthe end of 1991, CableLabs
ufacturers are scurrying to decreated aCompressed Digital
velop and test equipment that
Commercial Insertion Task
will meet the needs outlined by
Force to explore the feasibiliCableLabs, MSOs and interty of using digital video com- This chart is one example of how data could be transmitted
connects. Among the players
pression techniques to effi- nationally for spot advertising. The concept allows for
are StarNet, Multivail, Skyciently transmit spot ads di- proprietary system elements to exist on acommon platform.
Connect, Channelmatic, Genrectly to cable headends electronically.
proves because there are no generaeral Instrument, Scientific-Atlanta and
Initially, the Task Force met and
tional losses when spots are copied,
others. Several field tests of new equipframed out the business and technical
costs are reduced because there's no
ment are slated to occur later this year.
issues associated with making the naneed to make hundreds of video tapes,
In the meantime, several operators
tion's cable systems asingle, homogeand advertisers can accommodate lasthave said publicly that they're holding
nous unit. Most of discussions revolved
minute schedule changes because turnoff purchases of new equipment because
around the use of interoperable techaround time is minimized.
the marketplace is so poised for change.
nologies, according to Scott Bachman,
The Task Force, which was made up of
Now that the needs of the cable advice president of operations technolosales, business and technology leaders in
vertising industry have been laid out
gies projects at CableLabs.
the ad insertion business, became the
on paper, the Task Force will concenAdvertising Technology Task Force in
trate its efforts on three key areas, acA shift to digital
1992 in recognition that issues other
cording to Bachman. First, the group
than digital video compression needed to
will nurture the development of proto"Ad insertion is a connectivity busibe taken into account to build acomprecols and publish guidelines; next, field
ness" that needs an infrastructure simihensive communications architecture.
trial programs designed to demonstrate
lar to the one needed for systems to beThe Task Force generated a "white
the ad control network will be ancome two-way interactive, Bachman said.
paper" entitled, "Cable Ad Sales, Businounced and monitored; and efforts to
Therefore, it was important for the Task
ness Goals, Objectives, Strategy and
"microtarget" ads to small neighborForce to focus on the development of an
Technical Vision" in September 1992.
hoods or communities will be designed.
open architecture that allows for propriThis 88-page document describes ad
This microtarget concept is similar
etary products to be manufactured.
sales history and present practices; idento the "narrowcasting" that is made posAlong with providing ad agencies a tifies strategic business directions; and
sible by installing hundreds of fiber opsimpler method of purchasing, the shift
gives adescription of the interfaces that
tic "nodes" throughout acable system.
to adigital delivery method was seen to
will be for the entities involved to "talk"
Doing something similar in advertising
potentially benefit operators in other
to one another.
would make it possible for advertisers to,
ways, said Bachman. In the digital doFor example, the Task Force's docusay, target an ad in Chinese and direct
main, cost structures shift (the most
ment described the necessary technoloit to the residents of San Francisco's
expensive hardware is shared by mulgy platform as an "integrated, multiChinatown, Bachman said. CM
tiple users in aregion), ad quality immarket, multi-level electronic highway."
By Roger Brown
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CHANNELNIATIC
Revolutionizing
Television
Automation
Recognized throughout the industry as the
leader in commercial insertion equipment and
automation systems, our complete product line
is also backed by the number one industry
rated customer service and support department. This means we not only sell the best, but
we also service it the best, too. Our product
architecture focuses on tomorrow's technology
while meeting today's needs. All of which offers
you maximum performance for maximum value.
Our Engineering Experts can provide
you with:
•Consulting and design services
•The most configurations with the largest
selection of playback equipment options
Complete professional turnkey installation
backed by detailed documentation
In addition:
•We are the leading supplier of time/tone
remote control systems
Switching system architecture that gives you
afull line of control modules allowing you to
custom configure a system to meet your
needs
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And Audio Level Control
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NICTA
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Moscone Center
San Francisco, California

Total line of audio and video distribution
amplifiers and the best 10 x1routing
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Automatic changeover switcher, automatic
tone switching systems, pay-per-view
playback systems, tape compiling systems,
satellite/microwave delivered interconnect
systems...and much more!
Now we have DIGITAL insertion and
playback systems.
Call or write for our:
Commercial Insertions Guide that will help you
select the right system that best suits your
needs.
Television Automation Equipment Catalog that
includes detailed information and specifications on our entire line.

CHANNELMATIC
821 Tavern Road, Alpine, California 91901
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FAX (619) 445-3293
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May 3-5 Technology for
Technicians II Seminar
"Hands-on Technical
Training Program for
Broadband Industry
Technicians and System
Engineers." To be held at
the Hilton Plaza Inn,
Kansas City, Mo. Call
SCTE headquarters, (215)
363-6888.
May 4Mid-South Chapter
To be held in Memphis,
Tenn. Installer exams to be
administered. Call Bob
Allen, (901) 365-1770, ext.
4110.
May 4New Jersey Chapter
Installer exams to be
administered. To be held in
Toms River, N.J. Call Linda
Lotti, (908) 446-3612.
May 5Penn-Ohio Chapter
Installer exams to be
administered. Call
Marianne McClain, (412)
531-5710.
May 5 Ozark Mountain
Meeting Group To be held
at the Executive Inn,
Springdale, Ark. Call Lyle
Weimer, (501) 524- 6869.
May 6OSHA Safety
Seminar "Training Seminar
for System Managers and

Safety Coordinators in
Maintaining Records and
Developing Safety Training
Programs." To be held at
the Hilton Plaza Inn,
Kansas City, Mo. Call
SCTE headquarters, (215)
363-6888.
May 6Chesapeake Chapter
"Cable Technology for NonTechnical Personnel," to be
held in Arlington, Va. Call
Scott Shelley, (703) 3582766.
May 6New Jersey Chapter
"Test Measurement
Practicing" and BCT/E
exams to be administered
in all categories, both levels. To be held at the
Wayne Holiday Inn, Wayne,
N.Y. Call Linda Lotti, (908)
446-3612.
May 6Rocky Mountain
Chapter BCT/E exams to be
administered in all categories at both levels. Call
Ron Upchurch, (303) 7900386, ext. 403.
May 10-11 Bluegrass
Chapter "Installer/Tech
Troubleshooting," with Billy
Grubbs and Jack Wheeler,
"Outage Prevention
Control" and "FCC New

Legislation" with Roy
Ehman. BCT/E exams to be
administered in all categories at both levels. Call
Alan Reed, (502) 389-1818.
May 11 Desert Chapter
Installer and BCT/E exams
to be administered in all
categories at both levels. To
be held at Southland
Cablevision, Redlands,
Calif. Call Doug Williams,
(619) 340-1312, ext. 277.
May 11 Magnolia Chapter
"Satellite Antenna Retrofit
and Troubleshooting" with
Brian Wilkes of Rainbow
Satellite, and "Digital
Compression" with John
Vartanian of HBO. To be
held at the Ramada
Coliseum, Jackson, Miss.
Call Steve Christopher,
(601) 824-6010.
May 11 New York City
Chapter "Public Relations,
Regulatory and
Engineering Joint Venture"
with Don Helms of Teleport
Communications Group. To
be held at TCG, Staten
Island, N.Y. Call Rich
Fevola, (516) 678-7200.

Philips Broadband
Networks has announced
its mobile training schedule
for the month of May. In
the training, designed for
operators and field technicians, classroom instruction
is combined with hands-on
training to help attendees
learn about basic concepts

and advanced theories.
Course content consists of
RF and video distortions,
headend basics, amplifier
applications and operation
and record-keeping/maintenance. The agenda also
includes courses on interdiction methods, PCN &
system architectures.

May 4-6 San Francisco,
Calif
May 11-13 Portland, Ore.
May 18-20 Bellingham,
Wash.
For more information on
the training or to register,
call (800) 448-5171 (in New
York state, call (800) 5227464).

BASICS
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CraCC

ELECTRONICS INC

ACOURSE IN APPLICATIONS FOR CATV
June 22-24 Houston, TX &July 27-29 /Philadelphia, PA
C-COR offers acomprehensive 3-day seminar
on fiber optics and its applications in CATV. The
course is geared toward system engineers,
system managers, chief technicians and anyone
interested in the use of fiber for CA1V-like
applications.
For more information call
800-233-2267 ext. 4422.
60 Decibel Road/State College, PA 16801
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TRADE SHOWS
May 2-7 Conference on Lasers
and Electro-Optics (CLEO)
Sponsored by the Optical
Society of America. To be held in
Baltimore, Md. Call (202) 2239034 for more information.
May 10-12 Canadian Cable
Television Association Cablexpo
To be held in Toronto, Ontario.
Call Christiane Thompson at
(613) 232-2631.
May 12-14 Convergence «93 To
be held in Denver, Colo. Call
Terri Sinner at (303) 393-7449.

CABLE POLL

Most ops advertise on just
three to five channels
Midwest CATV •CED •Cablevision
It comes as no big surprise that
most cable operators (62 percent) are
using advertising insertion equipment
to tap into alternative revenue
streams.
What is surprising, however, is the
fact that only 16 percent of the GMs
surveyed in the most recent edition of
the Cable Poll are inserting ads on
more than eight channels—a statistic
that will have to grow if cable's ad
community wants to move toward a
national ad interconnect.
Indeed, most of the GMs polled (40
percent) submit that ad insertion
equipment is currently utilized on
three to five cable channels. Another
28 percent say they run ads on five to
eight channels; 16 percent insert on
one or two channels.
A weighty 38 percent say they need
ad insertion hardware before they can
effectively break into the cable ad

business.
One-third point to a lack of
enough advertisers to make a
profit for their current ad insertion emphasis. Another 21 percent say the ad insertion business is simply too expensive to
handle, presumably referring to
the production of professionallooking ads and VTR maintenance.
Digital not a priority
The digital future doesn't
appear to be a high priority for
cable's GMs. A resounding 66
percent admit they're not actively planning to implement new
digital hardware as a means to
augment existing gear.
However, 22 percent say they
are planning to implement the
digital advancements being proposed by cable's ad insertion
manufacturers. aED
By Leslie Ellis
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NEW PRODUCTS

You say you want a big screen?
CERRITOS, Calif.—Advanced Digital Systems Inc. has announced anew
PC-to-video convertor, called the "VGA
to TV Elite," designed to transfer images
from apersonal computer to abig-screen
TV or VCR. What makes the unit different from similar devices, ADS officials
submit, is its price: $399.
The unit was designed as apresentation tool for educators, trainers and other PC users looking for ameans to present computer graphics, text or other
computer applications on a big-screen
television (or, they submit, to simply
play computer games on a larger
screen).
The Elite system is compatible with
any VGA card, and supports resolutions
of 640x480 and up to 16.7 million colors.
Users can use their VGA monitor and
television simultaneously, and additional features such as brightness control, chroma-lock and auto-TV blanking are also included. Circle Reader Service No. 29.
Signal security devices
E. SYRACUSE, N.Y.—Three new products have been announced by Communications & Energy Corp. First is its
Chan-L-notch, a new line of channel
deletion filters available through channel 61 (444 MHz-450 MHz). The "brick
wall"-type bandstop filters, officials say,
delete achannel for reuse while leaving
adjacent channels in service. NTSC,
PAL, offset and inverted versions are
available, and prices start at $650 (de-

Communications & Energy Corp.'s
Chan-L-notch.

Communications & Energy Corp.'s
UV500 UHF-VHF decoder.

pending on channel desired).
Also new from Communications &
Energy Group is its "Zap and Trap" line
of positive encoders, designed to scramble CATV premium channels. The line
includes models for both U.S. and PAL
IF frequencies, as well as models for
scrambling the RF channel directly.
And, Communications & Energy has
announced its UV500 subscriber decoder, designed for UHF-TV premium
channels scrambled with its positive
scrambling (jamming carrier) system.
The unit is designed for use in LPTV
over-the-air pay-TV systems transmitting on UHF channels, or in European
CATV systems (which often include online UHF channels).
The unit works by converted a subscriber-selected UHF channel to aspecific VHF channel for decoding by an internal or external decoding trap. For
example, the unit could exit the decoded channel on channel 3, and astandard
channel 3decoding trap can be attached.
The unit is also available with an internal decoding trap. For more information, circle Reader Service No. 30.
Fiber optic power meter
BOSTON—Fotec
Inc.
has
announced a new
fiber optic power
meter line that
bridges both field
service and laboratory measurement
requirements, officials submit. The
Fotec's M310A
unit, called the
fiber optic
M310A, includes a
power meter.
user-friendly front
panel and a built-in intelligent interface which enables communication with
a computer for any laboratory measurements needed. It is calibrated at
850 nm, 1300 mn and 1550 nm for LAN,
telco and CATV applications.
According to Fotec officials, the unit's
microprocessor-based memory and digital signal processing technology uses
fewer than half as many components
as in previous designs while offering
higher performance and greater flexibility.
The M310A offers user-selectable
readout resolution, with measurements
of either 0.1 dB (for field testing) or 0.01
dB (for laboratory testing) resolution.
Two front panels enable selection of calibration wavelength and measurement
range. The computer interface includes
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Fotec's "FOtest" software and interface
cable to control all meter functions and
data logging, where the M3 10A acts as
an intelligent terminal and the FOtest
software provides simple communications. The M310A is available from
Fotec for $995.
For more information, circle Reader
Service No. 31.
Strand tensionometer

T

TREVOSE,
Pa.—New
from
GMP is a strand
tensionometer, designed to measure
the tension of 1.4GMP's strand
inch through 7/16tensionometer.
inch guy wires and
messenger cables
to assist in the
compliance with revised NESC Uniform System of
Clearances.
The dynamomeGMP's guy strand
ter measures the
ratcheting cable
force required to
cutter.
deflect the strand
to an out-of-line position. It registers
this force on an integral, calibrated dial
which can then be converted into atension value on acalibration chart.
Also new from GMP is aguy strand
ratcheting cable cutter, designed to provide two to three times more cutting
power than conventional cutters, GMP
officials submit. The new tool cuts EHS
or utility-grade guy strand, bolts or rods
up to 7/16-inch in diameter. The key to
its strength is avariable-force ratchet
drive which powers alarge cutting head
made of 4140 alloy steel.
For more information, circle Reader
Service No. 32.
Digital impulse noise reducer
STAMFORD, Conn.—New from Intelvideo Inc. is its INR digital impulse
noise reducer, asignal processing system
designed to remove electrical or ignitiontype impulse noise from NTSC color signals. The unit is also effective in detecting and correcting satellite or FM link
threshold noise that normally appears as
"sparkles" or streaks, officials say.
Aside from standard analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion operations, the system's signal processing
is all digital, in that every video pixel is
analyzed and adifferentiation between
video and noise is made based on the statistical characteristics of unwanted noise
and errors. Circuits are used to analyze

NEW PRODUCTS
the video signal and search for impulse
noise and dropout errors, using multi-dimensional correlation techniques.
When the circuits sense that aparticular video pixel has noise perturbation or is in error and motion circuits determine that there is no motion in the
vicinity of the error, that pixel is replaced with a value that is predicted
from spatio-temporal neighboring pixels.
All signal processing is performed on
the composite color signal, officials submit, so that video impairment introduction attributable to color decoding
and encoding is avoided.
For more information, circle Reader
Service No. 33.
Miniature OTDR
UTICA, N.Y.—New from Laser Precision Corp. is its TD-1000 miniature
OTDR, ahandheld and dual-wavelength
mini-OTDR designed to characterize
both short-haul and long-haul fiber optic cables.
The unit contains a3.5-inch disk storage capability for documenting fiber optic cables, and an integral power meter
for measuring output power of fiber optic transmitters. Dynamic range of the
unit is 26 dB; both single and versions
are available. For more information,
circle Reader Service No. 34.
Rental video training
ENGLEWOOD, Colo.—Mind Extension Institute (ME/I) has announced
that four of its award-winning interactive video training courses have been
packaged so that they can now be rented for as little as $30/month, per employee, ME/I officials say.
The rental courses include: "Customer
Service: Your Key to Success," "Sales
Through Service," "Installer Training"
and "General Safety." The titles had
previously been available for purchase
only. Rental packages include the program software, laser videodisc player,
supervisor's handbook and student
workbooks.
The four courses included in the
rental program each qualify for recertification credits from the Society of Cable
Television Engineers's BCT/E certification program.
For more information, circle Reader
Service No. 35.
Improved ground connector
CARTERSVILLE, Ga.—Sachs Communications has announced an improvement to its SC42 ground connec-

tor, designed to bond cable television #10
through #14 AWG copper ground wire
to the ground conductor of the premises.
Improvements of the connector include
what Sachs calls "universality," in that
the ground connector now handles either
a #4 or a #6 AWG ground conductor
equally well, eliminating the need to stock
two different sizes.
Sachs has also enhanced its SC I2DN
series of UL-listed grounding blocks.
Improvements include a new locking
tab, designed to hold the 81-type connector for single wrench installation.
An oval through-slot permits upgrading
with awide variety of 2-, 3- and 4-way
splitter brands, Sachs officials submit.
The ground wire connector is made via
an "insert and wrap" bridge assembly.
For more information, circle Reader
Service No. 36.

International receiver

Standard Communications' MT900
Intercontinental satellite receiver.

LOS Angeles—New from Standard
Communications is its MT900 Intercontinental satellite receiver, designed
for use in broadcast, SNG, special network and cable television applications.
The receiver uses a950 MHz-1750 MHz
RF input with dual conversion to a70
MHz final IF. It can be used to rebroadcast anywhere in the world, officials submit, from almost any satellite
format. A video standard switch alters
the video de-emphasis, clamping and
Fiber organizer, identifier
low-pass filter for 525 NTSC and 625
PAL/SECAM TV line rates, and an RF
HICKORY,
PLD permits IF turnarounds between
N.C.—New from
satellite bands.
Siecor Corp. is a
Also new from Standard is its Omni
modular fiber orGlobal VU (Model CAM830), an access
ganizational syscontrol module designed to bridge the
tem (called the
gap between multiple menu-driven reFOS FDF) that enceivers and simple rotating analog knob
ables users to dereceivers. The system was designed for
sign aflexible fiber
the Agile Omni MT830 and MT830I reoptical cabling sysceiver systems, and enables, front pantem within acable
el control and access to re-programming
TV headend that is
of all of the Omni's functions.
expandable to acAn unlimited number of user-defincommodate upable satellite formats, complete control
grades and other
of all three audio subcarrier demodulaSiecor's Checkrearrangements.
tors and control of international video
Point fiber
The system is
features such as NTSC, PAL and SEidentifier.
modular, so that it
CAM are supported in the module.
can be used as and interface between
For more information on either of
outdoor and equipment cables in afiber
Standards new products, circle Reader
system. It can be used in either across- Service No. 38.
connect or an interconnect capacity for
singlemode cable systems.
Fiber optic cable enhancement
Also new from Siecor is its CheckPoint fiber identifier, aself-contained inRESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK,
stallation and maintenance tool that
NC.—Sumitomo Electric has ansafely detects the fiber path and transnounced that its Lightpipe single tube
mission direction without disrupting
cable now includes aprotective Armorservice.
lux sheath, making the cable more
According to Siecor officials, the
rugged in harsh environments. Also,
CheckPoint can identify which fibers
the company has announced the addiare carrying live traffic, a2kHz pulsed
tion of two extra ripcords next to the
signal or no signal at all via anon-desteel wire strength members, and anew
structive macrobend technique that does
flexible buffer tube. The ripcords, Sumnot interrupt normal service or comitomo officials submit, were designed
promise fiber integrity. The device is
to speed cable-end and mid-span enparticularly useful when identifying
tries, while the flexible central buffer
specific fibers prior to splicing during intube enables easier cable handling in
stallation, branching, rerouting or live
splice closures.
cutovers, officials submit.
For more information, circle Reader
For more information, circle Reader
Service No. 39. CED
Service No. 37.
Compiled by Leslie Ellis
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The SCTE

The Society of Cable Television Engineers now has more than 10,000 members and
just completed its annual Cable-Tee Expo in Orlando, Fla. This month, we'd like your thoughts about SCTE
and its value to you professionally.
To respond to the survey, simply make acopy of this page, fill out the questionnaire and return the survey
to our offices (via fax to 303-393-6654 or mail to 600 South Cherry Street, Suite 400, Denver, CO 80222).
We'll tally the information and print the overall results in afuture issue.
So, if you've ever wanted to add your input to the industry's conventional wisdom surrounding these
issues, now is the time to do it.
Please answer the following questions as honestly as you can. Remember, no names will ever be used.
1. Are you amember of alocal SCTE chapter or meeting group?
If so, which one?
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how long have you been amember of SCTE?
3. How many meetings does your chapter have in an average year?
4. How many meetings do you personally attend per year, on average?
5. Does your management encourage you to attend SCTE meetings on aregular basis?
6. Does your management reimburse your expenses related to these meetings?
7. Do you find these meetings helpful to you professionally?
If so, why? If not, why not?

8. What technology subject areas would you like more information about?
9. Did you vote in the last SCTE national election?
If not, why not?

10. Have you ever served as alocal chapter officer (president, VP, secretary, etc.)?
11. Are you enrolled in the SCTE BCT/E or installer certification program?
12. Does your employer provide afinancial incentive for employees to become SCTE certified?
13. Would you recommend others to become members of SCTE?
14. What do you think is the greatest benefit you derive from being amember of SCTE?

Please provide the following information:
Your title
Your job function (ie. engineering, technical, etc.)
The size of your system (# of subs)
The length of your CATV career (years)
The state in which you work
Your MSO (optional)
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CLASSIFIEDS

CAREER MARKETPLACE
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SCTE Member

CHIEF TECHNICIAN

peter

Telescripps Cable Co. of Greater Bluefield, WV, is seeking an individual to supervise technical department of 15,000 subscriber system with 300 miles of plant.
Position involves management of two headends using 300 MHz S.A. electronics as

lich
lich &Co.
search

well as directing technical staff of ten. Qualified applicant must have headend
and overall system maintenance experience. Must have knowledge of FCC regulations, CLI, performance testing, test equipment, system sweep, and construction.
Electronics background helpful. Must have demonstrated ability to supervise and
be able to handle administrative duties. Excellent benefits package. Great opportunity for advancement. Mail resume and salary history to:

P.O. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76086
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337

Regional Engineer
P.O. 8006
Gray, TN 37615

All levels of Technical
Positions -Corporate to
Hourly. Positions
Available Nationwide.
Call or Write. Fees Paid.

Equal Opportunity Employer

TECHNICAL TRAINING MANAGER
Colony Communications, atop 20 MSO, has an immediate need for aTechnical Training
Manager to work in its Providence, RI headquarters.
The successful candidate will develop, monitor and review our company-wide technical and safety training programs, prepare technical manuals and generally insure that our employees stay
ahead of the rapidly changing technological environment.
Qualified applicants must have at least five years technical training or other professional
training/teaching experience, have excellent verbal and written communication skills and be open
to extensive travel.

CHIEF ENGINEER
Progressive telecommunications operating
company in Oregon's Willamette Valley is
seeking amotivated self starter to manage all
phases of the technical portion of our business.
We provide telephone, CATV, and data service,
and are taking aleading position in deploying
SS7, Class, and fiber in the trunk, feeder, and
loop. The individual we seek should have significant experience in supervision, engineering,
and operations, plus good communications and
presentation skills. Licensed engineer preferred.
Familiarity with REA procedures, regulatory
and revenue requirements issues, and CAD
mapping aplus. Excellent salary and benefits.
Reply with resume and salary requirements to
Jack Pendleton, PO Box 230399, Portland,
OR 97281-0399 by mm/dd/93.

Please send aresume, cover letter and salary history to:
Colony Communications, Inc.
Human Resources Manager
169 Weybosset St.
Providence, RI 02901-0969

No phone calls please.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FIELDERS, DESIGNERS, DRAFTERS (CATV)
Nationwide communications contracting firm based in
Columbus, Ohio, has immediate need for experienced
CATV Fielders, Designers and Autocad Drafters. Design
& Drafting positions are located in our Columbus office.
Field opportunities are Nationwide. Please send resume
with salary requirements to: NaCom, Director of
Personnel F/D/D, 1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd.,
Suite 100A, Columbus, 01143229. EOE MIFIH

CORPORATE ENGINEER
Aggressive cable company is searching
for adegreed engineer. Must possess 2-3
years assistant engineering experience
that lends itself to construction and some
cable design. We are seeking an aggressive individual who is young and has no
apprehension about constant travel.
Position will be compensated in the low
30's with afull benefits package.
Please send resume to:
Director of Operations
ACI Management, Inc.
5123 Paddock Village Court, Suite C-22
Brentwood, TN 37027
We are an equal opportunity employer.

Ç

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS
ADMINISTRATION
National hospital television network seeks technician with excellent communications skills,
strong management potential, and demonstrated
background in MATV-CATV, data, and bidirectional cable. Knowledge of hospital technical environments aplus. Young, innovative company. Excellent benefits, some travel. Reply with
resume, salary requirements and letter to:

TNC Group
2266 S. Dobson Rd., #258
Mesa, AZ 85202

4410pi

GREAT OPPORTUNITY 30 MILES
FROM WASHINGTON DC IN
SOUTHERN MARYLAND WITH
JONES INTERCABLE, INC.
We're looking for a top-notch Engineering
Manager for our two-system operation with
combined 34,500 subscribers, 47,500
passings and 1200 plant miles.
Our finalist must have business knowledge
of new technologies; value diversity and
our customers-first philosophy; manage a
multi-million technical budget; and provide
leadership for our superb technical team.
Bachelor's degree in engineering preferred.
Thorough knowledge of FCC & OSHA,
construction practices and local/ federal
rules. Minimum 3 years applied technical
management experience, strong computer
skills, excellent communications & planning
skills. We seek aperson with proven ability
to value, advance and support team leadership and the worth of individuals.
To apply, forward inquiries and vitae to:

Jones Intercable,

Inc.
SEM SEARCH
336 Post Office Road
Waldorf, MD 20602
M/F/H/V
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CLASSIFIEDS

ENGINEERING/DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION
FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS

CALL FOR YOUR CATALOG

TSB "

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU

800-233-8713

& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN

THE

STRAND MAP & AS BUILT

TOOLS

MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
P.O. Box 244
Yankton, SD 57078

OF THE

TRADE
••••
MM.

"um

(605) 665-1393

et

ei

CABLE SYSTEM
SURVEY CO.
MAPPING •DESIGN •AS-BUILTS •CAD &
DRAFTING SERVICES

Let Us Map & Design Your
Fiber Upgrade
126 W. Michigan Ave. •P.O. Box 824 •Marshall, Ml 49068
(616) 781-3455 •FAX (616) 781-5177

Ae a r
m
Mimrà

(800) 292-0126

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION

•Coaxial and Fiber
• Mapping and Design
• Make Ready
•Splicing and Activation
• Fusion Splicing
• Material Supply
•Aerial, Underground &
Fiber Construction

1-800-338-9299

• Emergency Fiber
Restoration
•System Sweep
•Proof of Performance
•Turnkey Headend
•Complete Turnkey
Project Management

quality service performed on a timely basis

New Construction •Installs •Balancing •Splicing

Cable Construction, Inc.
Performance Built Our Company
Specializing in Rebuilds & Fiber Optic Installation
Harold Bigham

P.O. Box 903

(904) 932-6869

Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

For Professional Classified
Advertisements contact:

Ylanah Sloane, CED
1-800-866-0206
or 215-964-4982
Fax: 215-964-4663

TELSTA
GET ASUPER
A-28 VAN
DEALMOUNTED
ON ANEWLIFT
1111*

$29,995

•Fully Equipped •Ready-To-Go •
•In Stock Coast to Coast for Fast Delivery •

It's The #1 Productivity Tool for the CATV Industry
A-28 Van Mounted Lift
Utility Version Also Available

CALL TODAY TOLL-FREE: 1-800-521-5351
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EQUIPMENT MARKETPLACE
(REFURBISHED /BOUGHT /SOLD\
•G.I. Video Cipher II
•Standard 32 C/K Rec
-$430
-$265
•Magnavox 5-330 Trunks •DX DSM14013 Agile Mod
-$325
-$315
•Jerrold SJ Trunk
•Standard MT 700 VC II
-$199
-$465
MINIMUM QUANTITIES APPLY
Call for complete inventory list:
ARENA SERVICES INC.

F
r

Industry
Service

since

BO. BOX 9707 .HELENA MT 59604

215-630-0320

USA

Fax: 215-630-8202

E="
-

E
--=

=-

Sales of Re-manufactured Equipment
Specialists in SA Addressable
Converter Repair, including Inband

•2Piece Hydroformed Aluminum Antennas
•Seavey 3&4 Beam Multiple Satellite Feeds

Industry Leader in Quality,
Customer Service and Security

•California Amplifier LNA/LNB/LNCs
•Up/Down Converters
(for most frequency applications)
Phone: (800) 382-2723

State-of-the-Art Repair Software
Provides Extensive Tracking & Reporting

FAX: (518) 382-8452

Free Pickup and Delivery, "True"
Flat Rate Pricing

COAST CATV SUPPLY
We Sell:
IN STOCK
NEW & REFURBISHED
Amps, LE's, Taps, Splitters,
Connectors & Headends
ALL BRANDS 270 TO 550 MHz
Call for updated price list

Fax 614-222-0581

We Buy:

EMERGENCY

WANTED
ALL BRANDS

YOUR USED OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT
Fax your used/excess list

ALERT SYSTEMS

909-272-2360

BY

Fax: 909-272-3032

Voice (800) 356-2730 • Fax (803) 439-7518
For More Information Write To:
dB-tronics Inc., Attn: CED Ad
182 Quinn Road •Wellford, SC 29385

get converted!
WE HAVE:
MAG-5T330 TRUNK STATIONS

$340

We Need Surplus New & Used
Connectors,Taps, Etc.

TM BROKERS

Idea/onies
69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLE-

Converter Repair

Phone (208) 683-2797
(208) 683-2019 •FAX (208) 683-2374

•Flat rate billing
•Outstanding warranty
•Serving NE w/free pickup & delivery
Call for testimonials &free offer

CONVERTERS FOR SALE

At its best!

(701) 786-3904

_I

Upgrade, modification and repair of
Subscriber, Dist., Headend &Test Equip.

-

We Supply Quality
Satellite Equipment...

Headend -Linegear -Converters
Magnavox, Jerrold, SA

614-221-3131

•FFemale
•RG -11

Equipment Service and Sales

1NTERKIATIORTAT-

WANTED

REPAIR

•RG -59
•BNC
•Other

dB-tronucs—

Contact

From the
Headend to
the Home
WE BUY
WE SELL
AND WE

•RG -56
•PL

Our jumpers never leave our plant during construction, insuring inspection of each phase of construction. Our
quality control insures you the lowest RF leakage possible. Call for pricing and free sample. (406) 458-6563

90 day warranty

We service what we sell

Custom Made Jumper Assemblies
All Brands Fittings/Cable

JUMPER CABLES •
FMale

—

1966

L

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

_IL

Vision Electronics, Ltd.
462-6392

24 and 88 channel units
also available

Albany, NY •(518)

Completely Refurbished
Jerrold J5X
$8.95
Hamlin SPC-4000
$10.00
DRZ With Remote $24.50

1-800-1351-4496

tiE
e
CaeShoppe
h

inc.

REBUILT CONVERTERS IN STOCK NOW!
Jerrold
, l)Q\,
DRZID- 3A,

DL -1

Hamlin
CRX-5000-3,

CR -6000-3

CR -6600-3

REPAIR • SALES • SERVICE

(518) 489-2100

Panasonic

Scientific Atlanta

TZPC 120-3

8500-31 I

TZPC 130-3

85 50-3 21

ALBANY, NEW YORK
*NOW OPEN IN VISTA, CALIFORNIA

Cable Companies Only -Quantities Limited
Communications
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MY VIEW
tion camp at the age of 14, he managed
to avoid Auschwitz by jumping into a
ditch during aforced death march and
hiding in the woods. Five days later, he
was discovered by an American unit
and brought to a military hospital in
Austria. Six months later, he emigrated
to the United States with the assistance
of the United Jewish Appeal. He remembers passing the Statue of Liberty
with only 25 cents in his pocket. With
the help of the UJA, he moved to Hartford, Conn. to pursue his formal education. Chase has been recognized with
Honorary Doctorate degrees by the Rabbinical College of America, the University of the District of Columbia, and
Eastern Connecticut State University.
PTK in Gdansk

Polska Telewisza
Kabelowa S.A.
Just try to imagine, in 1988, the roadblocks and even personal perils likely to
confront the organizers of a cable TV
network in communist Poland, under
martial law since 1981. Yet that is exactly what Andrzej Muras set out to accomplish, nearly a year before Lech
Walesa's Solidarity movement won the
first free elections in aSoviet bloc nation
since 1940.
Muras was technical director of Polish
Television. He learned about cable TV in
the United States during a visit from
Bill Sinkunis, an active participant in
American cable TV whose wife has roots
in Krakow. Recognizing the potential
for cable TV in Poland, Muras and
Sinlçunis succeeded, against staggering
odds, in forming Polska Telewisza Kabelowa S.A., known as PTK.
Chase Enterprises
As many before them had learned,
however, more money would be needed
than they themselves could produce.
Trying to raise funds for such asingular
project was not easy. In the course of
contacting lending agencies and venture capital institutions, however, they
were led to Chase Enterprises in Hartford.
David T. Chase was born in Kielce,
Poland, in 1929. Placed in aconcentraBy Archer S. Taylor, Director and
Senior Engineering Consultant,
Malarkey-Taylor Associates

an unusual but effective method for attaching risers to the outside walls, even
of 20 story buildings.
Experienced Alpine mountain
climbers, working on contract, secure
one end of aclimbing rope on the roof,
and lower themselves with their carabiners and mechanical ascenders over
the side of the building as if it were a
rock cliff. The home-run drop cables are
preformed into a harness accurately
shaped and dimensioned according to
the preliminary survey. The cables are
lashed around asteel messenger strand,
with aplastic spiral strip. The Alpinist
attaches the steel strand to the wall
with preformed brackets, both top and
bottom, and adjusts the tension so that
the harness is held securely in place
against the wall. A portion of each drop
cable is left in a neat coil ready to be
passed through to awall outlet in the
living quarters by an installer upon receipt of awork order.
PTK is presently constructing acable
TV network in Warsaw, a very much
larger city than Gdansk. PTK has also
begun the process of constructing cable
systems in Krakow and Katowice in
Southern Poland.

David Chase met Lech Walesa in
Gdansk as work began on the new cable
TV system. In fact, Walesa was the first
customer connected. Lech Walesa was
the union shipyard electrician who led
the Solidarity movement that succeeded
in replacing the communist President
Wojciech Jaruzelski in free elections in
1989. Chase also met Jaruzelski, and actively campaigned for Walesa who was
elected President in 1991.
Poland's history
Vice president for engineering at PTK
in Gdansk is Gilbert (Gil) Tash, who
Poland produced the first codified conretired several years ago from asimilar
stitution ever adopted in Europe, shortly
position at Times Mirror (the Los Anafter the United States adopted the first
geles-based MSO). With the help of a constitution in the world. Unfortunately,
competent Polish enRussia's Catherine
gineering and manII considered such
agement team, Gil
reform to be danhas put together a
gerous to her own
fine, modern 550
political health and
MHz cable TV netin 1792 ordered the
Cable
TV
is
work with extensive
invasion of Poland
fiber trunking. In
and destruction of
addition to the three
its
constitution.
an important
off-air Polish broadFrom 1795 until
cast signals, the systhe Treaty of Vertem carries prosailles in 1919,
part
of
Poland's
grams by satellite
Poland ceased to
from the U.S., the
exist as an indeU.K.,
Germany,
pendent nation.
reb irth.
France,
Italy,
During World
Netherlands and
War II, the ancient
Russia. PAL signals
cities of Warsaw
from Europe are
and Gdansk were
transcoded to SEreduced to rubble
CAM. The French and Russian signals
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BOTTOM LINE
CONTECTm Converter Service Makes You Money...

Let's face the facts... the longer acable converter provides
uninterrupted service to your subscriber.., the more money
you make.Breakdowns mean customers complain,
trucks roll, and time evaporates... sound familiar?
At CONTEC, we specialize in building
"strategic service partnerships"
with cable operators... NATIONWIDE.
By exceeding OEM standards, our
quality repairs withstand the test of time...
and so do our business relationships.
CONTEC LEADERSHIP PROVIDES:

D Computerized tracking of repairs
by serial number.

LI Experienced, factory trained technicians
D Stringent quality control procedures
Security clearance of each shipment
CI Efficient customer service
D Fast turnaround and delivery

BOTTOM LINE, CONTEC service centers
all work in harmony to keep your converters
where they belong.., in subscriber homes...
And, that makes you money!
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CALL TODAY
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1-800-382-2723
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* CONTEC's Jerrold compatible replacement remote control units.
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INTERNATIONAL
THE LEADER IN CONVERTER TECHNOLOGY+
1023 State Street, P.O. Box 739, Schenectady, NY 12301-0739
Phone: (518)382-8000, FAX: (518)382-8452
Circle Reader Service No. 27

Now you can call the best
in the service business
for the best in
headend equipment.

ANTEC Communication Services stocks the
complete line of Scientific Atlanta headend
electronics, bringing you immediate availability
on the industry's finest headend products.

404111V
WrAIM COMMUNICATION SERVICES

Modulators, processors, combiners, and
replacement modules are all in inventory.
Call your ANTEC Communication Services
representative for all your headend needs.
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Scientific
Atlanta

ANTEC Communication Services Headquarters •Rolling Meadows, Illinois (708) 437-5777
Atlanta, Georgia (404) 840-7901 •(800) 242 1181 • Bensenville, Illinois (7'08) 350 7788 •(800) 544-5368 •Dallas, Texas (214) 446 2288 •(800) 231-5006
Denver, Colorado (303) 740 8949 •(8001 841-1531 • Iron Mountain, Michigan (906) 774-4111 •(800) 624-8358 •Santa Ana, California (714) 757-1630 •(800) 854-0443
Seattle, Washington (205) 838 9552 •(500) 438-9290 •Wharton, New Jersey (201) 328-09130 •(800 531-9603
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